Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Nearly 25 years after the first detection of an exoplanet orbiting a solar-type star (Mayor and Queloz [@CR134]), several thousand extrasolar planets have been detected at a frenetic rate (Schneider et al. [@CR170]; Akeson et al. [@CR3]). While the science of exoplanets initially focused mainly on the detection of exoplanets, it is gradually moving towards their characterisation. A large number of space missions (e.g. Hubble Space Telescope, James Webb Space Telescope, ARIEL) and ground-based instruments (e.g. HARPS, VLT-ESPRESSO, ELT-HIRES) mounted on large telescopes are in the process of thoroughly characterizing the atmospheric composition, chemistry, clouds, and many other properties of large warm exoplanets which are the most amenable for in-depth characterization. This opens up the field of comparative exoplanetology. To a lesser extent, the detection rate of small *possibly* temperate exoplanets, much more difficult to observe, has also exploded in recent years. Nearly 40 exoplanets with a mass and/or radius similar to that of the Earth, *and with incident fluxes close to that received on Earth,* have been detected so far. However, the vast majority of these planets are inaccessible to our telescopes for the characterization of their atmosphere and surface. The TRAPPIST-1 system---at the heart of this review---provides us with a natural laboratory to characterize for the first time, in a few years only, the atmospheres and surfaces of temperate rocky planets outside the solar system. The exploration of TRAPPIST-1 is likely to revolutionize, through comparative planetology, all the knowledge we have accumulated so far about the evolution of the atmospheres and habitability of terrestrial planets.

TRAPPIST (the TRansiting Planets and PlanestIsimals Small Telescope; Gillon et al. [@CR63], [@CR64]), a small 60-cm ground-based telescope located at the ESO La Silla Observatory in Chile, monitored the brightness of the star 2MASS J23062928-0502285 (a.k.a. EPIC 246199087, or simply TRAPPIST-1) for 245 hours over 62 nights from 17 September to 28 December 2015. The analysis of the light curves measured during these observation series (Gillon et al. [@CR65]) led to the detection of two transit-like signatures with amplitudes close to 1$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\%$\end{document}$ named TRAPPIST-1b and c, and a tentative detection of a third planet for which the orbital period was not known. Starting 19 September 2016, nearly 20 days of quasi-continuous photometric monitoring with NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} identified that the third signal measured by TRAPPIST was in fact a combination of multiple signals due to the presence of several additional planets in the system (Gillon et al. [@CR66]), named TRAPPIST-1d, e, f and g. These observations also led to the detection of an orphan transit, indicating the possible presence of a seventh planet in the system, named TRAPPIST-1h. The existence of this seventh planet was later confirmed (Luger et al. [@CR125]) through a 79 consecutive days observation campaign (starting 15 December 2016) with the NASA's Kepler Space Telescope in its two-reaction wheel mission (a.k.a. K2; Howell et al. [@CR83]). Follow-up observations (Delrez et al. [@CR39]; Ducrot et al. [@CR49]; Burdanov et al. [@CR23]; Ducrot et al. [@CR50]) later not only confirmed the existence of at least seven temperate, terrestrial-size planets around the star TRAPPIST-1, but also helped to better constrain their main properties (summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Table 1Updated stellar and planetary parameters of the TRAPPIST-1 system along with their 1$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$(1-A)^{1/4}$\end{document}$. The period uncertainties were derived using consecutive transit timing variations (TTVs) of Grimm et al. ([@CR73]). *References*: (1) Van Grootel et al. ([@CR193]), (2) Gillon et al. ([@CR65]), (3) Burgasser and Mamajek ([@CR24]), (4) Kane ([@CR92]) using Gaia DR2 parallaxes, (5) Delrez et al. ([@CR39]), (6) Grimm et al. ([@CR73]), (7) Ducrot et al. ([@CR50]) using Spitzer IRAC channel 2 (4.5 μm) transit depthsStellar parametersValueReference*StarTRAPPIST-1*Mass $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The TRAPPIST-1 system is exceptional because it is---through a series of techniques that will be discussed in this review paper---the most observationally favourable system of potentially habitable planets (i.e. planets that could have liquid water on their surface and can therefore have the preconditions for life as we know it on Earth) known to exist. This mostly results from a subtle combination of (i) its proximity (39.14 light years from us), (ii) the fact that planets are transiting (frequently) in front of their star, and (iii) the extremely small radius of the ultra-cool dwarf host star TRAPPIST-1.

Since the discovery of the TRAPPIST-1 system was announced in 2016 (Gillon et al. [@CR65]), a flourishing number of multidisciplinary scientific works have been carried out (about 170 peer-reviewed publications per year in 2018 and 2019; source: NASA/ADS) to obtain information on the true nature of the TRAPPIST-1 system. The main purpose of this review is to set the stage of what we think we have learned so far about this system and what this implies for the presence and nature (if any) of TRAPPIST-1 planetary atmospheres. The second purpose of this review is to discuss the future opportunities available---with increasingly large telescopes and increasingly performant instruments---to characterize the nature of the TRAPPIST-1 planets, particularly through their atmosphere, and to identify the potential challenges that lie ahead.

Firstly, we review in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} previous works on the stellar environment (irradiation, stellar activity) in order to identify the context in which the planets of the TRAPPIST-1 system and their atmospheres have evolved. Secondly, we present in Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} previous works carried out on the orbital architecture of the system, which contains key information on (1) how the planets were formed (including how much volatile they accreted in the first place), (2) their mode of rotation and (3) their masses. These are three key pieces of information for interpreting the nature of the TRAPPIST-1 planets and their possible atmospheres. Thirdly, we gather and then discuss in Sect. [4](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"} all existing multi-wavelengths transit observations (with HST, Spitzer, K2 and ground-based telescopes) of TRAPPIST-1 planets. These observations can not only help us to eliminate a number of hypotheses about the compositions of TRAPPIST-1 planetary atmospheres, but also to identify key challenges for their spectroscopic characterization with the future generation of large telescopes. Fourthly, we review in Sect. [5](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"} the theoretical and numerical advances that have been made---using sophisticated numerical atmospheric and escape models---in recent years on the atmospheres of planets orbiting ultra-cool stars, and what this implies for the range of possible compositions of planetary atmospheres in the TRAPPIST-1 system. Fifthly, we provide in Sect. [6](#Sec21){ref-type="sec"} an overview of the near and far-future prospects to detect and characterize (if present) these atmospheres. While there are many challenges ahead, the prospects for future characterization are extremely promising. Finally, the most important conclusions of this review are summarized in Sect. [7](#Sec22){ref-type="sec"}.

Constraints from the Stellar Environment {#Sec2}
========================================

A fundamental characteristic of the TRAPPIST-1 planets is that they orbit a very small, very cold and very low mass star. The evolution of the luminosity and the activity of such stars have severe consequences on the evolution of planetary atmospheres, which we review in this section.

Temporal Evolution of TRAPPIST-1 Luminosity and Runaway Greenhouse {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Ultra-cool stars such as TRAPPIST-1 can stay for hundreds of millions of years in the Pre Main Sequence (PMS) phase, a phase during which their luminosity can decrease possibly by several orders of magnitude (Chabrier and Baraffe [@CR26]; Baraffe et al. [@CR10], [@CR11]). During this PMS phase, planets are exposed to strong irradiation, which make them very sensitive to atmospheric processes such as hydrodynamical escape (Vidal-Madjar et al. [@CR195]; Lammer et al. [@CR111]) or runaway greenhouse (Ramirez and Kaltenegger [@CR155]), indicating that all the common---so-called volatile---molecular species (e.g. H~2~O, SO~2~, NH~3~, CO~2~) and most of their byproducts must be in gaseous form in the atmosphere.

As an illustration, and following Bolmont et al. ([@CR15]) and Bourrier et al. ([@CR18]), Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows how the limit at which all water (in blue) should be vaporized in a planetary atmosphere, as a function of time. In other words, for planets located closer to TRAPPIST-1 than the blue curve, water is expected to be unstable in condensed (solid or liquid) form and should form a steam atmosphere. This limit is also known as the runaway greenhouse (Ingersoll [@CR85]; Kasting [@CR94]; Pierrehumbert [@CR150]; Goldblatt and Watson [@CR68]). Fig. 1Architecture of the TRAPPIST-1 system and evolution of the runaway greenhouse/atmospheric collapse limit for water (a.k.a. the traditional inner edge of the Habitable Zone) and carbon dioxide. The spread of the runaway greenhouse/atmospheric collapse for water was calculated assuming a synchronous planet (i.e. at 1.4× the bolometric flux received on Earth; see Yang et al. [@CR214].) and a non-synchronous planet (i.e. at 0.9× the bolometric flux received on Earth, using the results of the 1-D calculations of Kopparapu et al. [@CR103],[@CR102]). Note that the 1.4×F~⊕~ limit is a conservative estimate according to the results of Kopparapu et al. [@CR104] showing this threshold could vary depending on the metallicity of the host star, because the stellar mass-luminosity relationship depends on the metallicity, and thus does the rotation rate of the planet. Moreover, this runaway greenhouse estimate has been calculated assuming a cold start which is likely not a good approximation for planets orbiting such ultra-cool dwarfs, and that are thought to have started hot. The spread of the runaway greenhouse/atmospheric collapse for CO~2~ was calculated based on the results of Turbet et al. ([@CR187]) that the irradiation limit at which CO~2~ cannot accumulate in the atmosphere of TRAPPIST-1 planets is located between the orbit of TRAPPIST-1g and h. This result is discussed in more details in the Sect. [5.6](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"} of the manuscript. These lines were drawn assuming a luminosity derived from evolutionary models for a 0.089 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$7.6 \pm 2.2$\end{document}$ Gigayears based on Burgasser and Mamajek ([@CR24]). The figure was adapted from Bourrier et al. ([@CR18])

First, Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the fact that TRAPPIST-1b, c, and also maybe TRAPPIST-1d,[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} have spent their entire life in a state where water can only be present in the form of steam. Second, the four outermost planets of the system are compatible with the presence of surface water in liquid or icy form today, but all four planets must have spent a significant fraction of their lives in a state where all water was trapped in vapour form in the atmosphere.

For illustration, and based on the results of Turbet et al. ([@CR187]), we added in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} the limit (in red) at which all available CO~2~ should be vaporized in a planetary atmosphere (or collapse on the surface, respectively), as a function of time. The conditions required for atmospheric collapse were studied in depth with numerical and analytical models (Joshi et al. [@CR90]; Wordsworth [@CR207]; Koll and Abbot [@CR99]; Auclair-Desrotour and Heng [@CR6]) and applied specifically to the TRAPPIST-1 system in Turbet et al. ([@CR187]). The only planets of the system sensitive to strong CO~2~ atmospheric collapse today are TRAPPIST-1g and h. CO~2~ collapse can theoretically occur on the other planets but it requires some special conditions (Turbet et al. [@CR187]) discussed in Sect. [5.6](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"} and Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}, the main condition being that the planets must be depleted of non-condensable gases. Other common gases such as CH~4~, O~2~, CO or N~2~ are too volatile to be sensitive to atmospheric collapse on the TRAPPIST-1 planets (Turbet et al. [@CR187]). If present, these volatile species should be in the atmosphere (i.e. not trapped on the surface).

Stellar Activity and Atmospheric Loss {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------

Knowing the XUV (i.e. from X to UV) irradiation of TRAPPIST-1 is crucial because it affects the stability and erosion of planetary atmospheres (Lammer et al. [@CR111]; Bolmont et al. [@CR15]), controls photochemical reactions in the upper atmosphere (Rugheimer et al. [@CR164]; Arney et al. [@CR5]; Chen et al. [@CR29]), and can further influence the development and survival of life on a planet surface (Rugheimer et al. [@CR165]; O'Malley-James and Kaltenegger [@CR144]; Ranjan et al. [@CR157]). As a M8-type star, TRAPPIST-1 is thought to be a very active star, with a strong X/Extreme UV (EUV) flux (Wheatley et al. [@CR201]; Bourrier et al. [@CR18]) and frequent, intense flaring events (Vida et al. [@CR194]). However, little is known about the FUV emission of these ultra-cool dwarfs. In fact TRAPPIST-1 is the coldest exoplanet host star for which FUV emission has been measured, via measurement of its Lyman-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\alpha $\end{document}$ line with HST/STIS (Bourrier et al. [@CR19]). The comparison between this measurement and that of TRAPPIST-1 X-ray emission (Wheatley et al. [@CR201]) further show that the stellar chromosphere is only moderately active compared to its transition region and corona.
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                \begin{document}$\alpha $\end{document}$ observations of TRAPPIST-1 (Bourrier et al. [@CR19],[@CR18]), (ii) XMM-Newton X-ray observations of TRAPPIST-1 (Wheatley et al. [@CR201]), (iii) constraints from GALEX far-UV and mid-UV photometry survey (partly based on the work of Schneider and Shkolnik [@CR169]) on a sample of very nearby, similar late (M8) stars, and (iv) PHOENIX Models,[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"} Peacock et al. ([@CR148]) constructed full emission spectra of TRAPPIST-1 from X to far-infrared wavelengths. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows a calculated emission spectrum of TRAPPIST-1 (Peacock et al. [@CR148]), normalized to a total bolometric flux of 1366 W m^−2^, i.e. the mean irradiation received at the top of the atmosphere of present-day Earth. This corresponds to the stellar flux that an hypothetical planet located at ∼0.023 AU of the star TRAPPIST-1 (between the orbits of planet d and e) would receive. Black data points correspond (by increasing wavelength) to: F$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\alpha $\end{document}$ line (121.44--121.7 nm) measurements based on HST/STIS observations of TRAPPIST-1 (Bourrier et al. [@CR19],[@CR18]). Note that the synthetic spectrum of TRAPPIST-1 (red line) was plotted at very high resolution between 121.44 and 121.7 nm to make the comparison with the HST/STIS data easier.GALEX FUV (134.0--181.1 nm) upper estimate measurements of the emission of three very nearby M8-M8.5 very low mass stars (2MASS 12590470-4336243, 2MASS 10481463-3956062, 2MASS 18353790+3259545), i.e. that are of a spectral type similar to TRAPPIST-1. The three stars have an estimated age of ∼5 Gigayears (Schneider and Shkolnik [@CR169]; Peacock et al. [@CR148]), which is within a few gigayears of the estimated age of TRAPPIST-1 (Burgasser and Mamajek [@CR24]).GALEX NUV (168.7--300.8 nm) measurements of the emission of the same three very nearby M8--M8.5 very low mass stars. Note that the infrared part of the calculated TRAPPIST-1 spectrum of Peacock et al. ([@CR148]) (red line) is consistent with the IRTF/SpeX near-infrared measurements of Gillon et al. ([@CR65]). Fig. 2This figure shows irradiation spectra emitted by the star TRAPPIST-1 (red line) and the Sun (blue line). Both spectra were normalized to a total bolometric flux of 1366 W m^−2^, i.e. the mean irradiation received at the top of the atmosphere of present-day Earth. The solar spectrum (blue line) is the solar reference spectrum (SOLAR-ISS) taken from Meftah et al. ([@CR136]). The TRAPPIST-1 spectrum (red line) is calculated in Peacock et al. ([@CR148]) (scenario 1A). Black data points are described in the main text (Sect. [2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"})
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                \begin{document}$T_{\mathrm{eff}} = 5778$\end{document}$ K), the non thermal emission of TRAPPIST-1 is significantly higher than that of the Sun (relative to the total bolometric flux) for wavelengths lower than 150 nm. In other words, at constant bolometric flux, the X-EUV and more energetic photon flux is much larger for TRAPPIST-1 than Sun-like stars. Moreover, this strong high-energy photon flux was likely much higher in the past (Bourrier et al. [@CR18]; Fleming et al. [@CR58]). In fact, because the XUV irradiation is expected to decrease faster with time than the bolometric irradiation, the relative fraction of XUV irradiation was likely even much larger than today. This is an important aspect because it indicates that the atmospheric escape processes were likely much more efficient in the TRAPPIST-1 system than in the solar system. This energetic photon flux is indeed likely to drive strong atmospheric escape, possibly hydrodynamically-driven (Roettenbacher and Kane [@CR162]; Bourrier et al. [@CR18]). Repeated measurements of TRAPPIST-1 Lyman-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Furthermore, flaring events likely add an additional, significant component to the high-energy emission of TRAPPIST-1. Vida et al. ([@CR194]) measured using K2 data that TRAPPIST-1 frequently produces flaring events of integrated intensities ranging from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}${\sim} 10^{25}$\end{document}$ J (Shibata and Magara [@CR176]), which corresponds to the integrated bolometric emission of the Sun during ∼0.03 second. While flares can have a substantial effect on atmospheric erosion, and possibly even on photochemistry (Segura et al. [@CR173]), they should have a minimal effect on the direct warming of the surface and atmosphere of TRAPPIST-1 planets.

In addition, atmospheric stripping by the strong stellar winds of TRAPPIST-1 is thought to be efficient (Garraffo et al. [@CR62]; Dong et al. [@CR42], [@CR43], [@CR44]; Fraschetti et al. [@CR60]) for planets orbiting such a low mass star.

Consequently, it is likely that the planets of the TRAPPIST-1 system all have lost a significant fraction of their initial atmosphere, and may possibly have completely lost it. The fact that the planets of the TRAPPIST-1 system today have an atmosphere or not results from a competition between (i) the efficiency and duration of the atmospheric escape processes and (ii) the amount of volatiles (i.e., which can form an atmosphere; this can for example be water, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrogen, etc.) initially present on the planet and later brought in by degassing and by cometary or asteroid impacts.

Constraints from the Orbital Architecture of the TRAPPIST-1 Planetary System {#Sec5}
============================================================================

The orbital architecture of the TRAPPIST-1 planetary system is very peculiar (see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). First, it is extremely compact. All seven planets are confined within ∼0.06 AU from their host star (Luger et al. [@CR125]). Secondly, all planets have a highly circularized orbit, with eccentricities lower than 0.01 for all planets (Gillon et al. [@CR66]; Grimm et al. [@CR73]). Thirdly, the system is very coplanar (Luger et al. [@CR124]; Delrez et al. [@CR39]). Last but not least, all the planets form a resonant chain, and therefore have strong mutual gravitational interactions. Each pair of adjacent planets (bc, cd, de, ef, fg, gh) have period ratios near small integer ratios, and each triplets of adjacent planets (bcd, cde, def, efg, fgh) follow three-body Laplace resonances (Luger et al. [@CR125]). We discuss below how we can take advantage of this peculiar orbital architecture (i) to infer the formation and migration history of the TRAPPIST-1 system, (ii) to infer masses of the planets, first through orbital stability analysis, then through Transit Timing Variations (TTVs) analysis, and (iii) to predict the possible rotational states of TRAPPIST-1 planets, all three of which have implications on the possible atmospheres of TRAPPIST-1 planets today. Fig. 3Representation of the TRAPPIST-1 system viewed from above (left panel, figure adapted from Luger et al. [@CR125]) or seen edge-on with the seven planets transiting in front of their star (right panel; figure taken from Delrez et al. [@CR39])

Formation and Migration Scenarios for the TRAPPIST-1 System {#Sec6}
-----------------------------------------------------------

In the initial discovery papers (Gillon et al. [@CR66]; Luger et al. [@CR125]) as well as in following discussions on the system's formation and evolution (Ormel et al. [@CR145]; Tamayo et al. [@CR178]; Papaloizou et al. [@CR147]; Coleman et al. [@CR31]; Schoonenberg et al. [@CR171]; Brasser et al. [@CR21]), it has been proposed that the TRAPPIST-1 planets had to undergo migration to end up being locked into resonances. Specifically, several authors (Ormel et al. [@CR145]; Coleman et al. [@CR31]) have argued that the most likely formation scenario for the TRAPPIST-1 system is (i) planets formed far away from their host star, likely exterior to the water ice line and (ii) planets migrated inwards (in a timescale of ∼10^6^ years) in resonant convoys to reach their present location, very close to their host star. The inner edge of the disk would provide a migration barrier (Masset et al. [@CR132]) such that the planets pile up into chains of mean motion resonances (Terquem and Papaloizou [@CR179]; Ogihara and Ida [@CR143]; Cossou et al. [@CR33]; Izidoro et al. [@CR87]).

Meanwhile, MacDonald and Dawson ([@CR127]) argued that long-distance migration is not the only plausible explanation for the formation of the TRAPPIST-1 resonant chain. In fact, they showed using orbital numerical simulations that if TRAPPIST-1 planets have formed (quasi) in situ, then either short-distance migration or eccentricity damping could have naturally lead the system toward a resonant chain similar to TRAPPIST-1 system.

Whether TRAPPIST-1 planets formed in situ or beyond the ice line has severe consequences regarding the amount of volatile species (e.g. water) that the planets were able to accrete in the first place. If planets formed in situ, then planets are likely dry today due to strong atmospheric erosion; if planets formed beyond the ice line, then planets are likely volatile-rich (and water-rich) because even atmospheric erosion should be insufficient to remove \>1--10$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In fact, even if the first scenario---in which planets formed far from their host star and then migrated inward---is correct, it is possible that the volatile content remains very different between the inner and outer planets of the system. First, it is possible that the inner and outer planets have migrated in several distinct groups (Papaloizou et al. [@CR147])---that merged afterward---and have thus been formed at different locations of the protoplanetary disk, with different bulk compositions. Then, it is possible that the seven planets were each formed mainly from planetesimal accretion or pebble accretion (Coleman et al. [@CR31]; Schoonenberg et al. [@CR171]) which would lead to a scatter in TRAPPIST-1 planets volatile bulk composition.

Last but not least, even if the planets formed in situ and all volatiles on the surface and atmosphere were stripped through atmospheric erosion, secondary outgassing or late-stage volatile delivery could still have been brought through cometary or asteroid impacts (Kral et al. [@CR106]; Dencs and Regály [@CR40]). Impact volatile delivery holds mostly for outer TRAPPIST-1 planets, for which impactor velocities are expected to be low enough that volatile delivery dominates over impact erosion mechanisms (Kral et al. [@CR106]).

We note there are some ongoing efforts to characterize the outer part of the TRAPPIST-1 system (Marino et al. [@CR131]) to better constrain the whole architecture of the system and possibly look for exocometary or exoasteroid belts.

Stability of the TRAPPIST-1 System {#Sec7}
----------------------------------

The fact that the TRAPPIST-1 system is observed today with its near-integer period ratios after ∼8 billion years (Burgasser and Mamajek [@CR24]) suggests that the orbital architecture of the system is long-lived.

Despite this apparent long-term stability, initial N-body simulations aimed at reproducing the TRAPPIST-1 system (Gillon et al. [@CR66]) were unstable on a very short timescale (∼0.5 million years) even when including the eccentricity damping effect of tides (which only delayed the instability by a few million years).

In contrast, Tamayo et al. ([@CR178]) prepared N-body simulations of various planetary systems similar to TRAPPIST-1 and let them evolve through disk migration to form resonant chains of planets. They found that, even without accounting for tidal dissipation, most physically plausible resonant chains of planets were stable on timescales of at least 50 Myr, i.e. two orders of magnitude larger than in Gillon et al. ([@CR66]). This result shows that when a TRAPPIST-1-like resonant chain of terrestrial-mass planets is formed, it is generally very stable over time (Tamayo et al. [@CR178]). However, the exact stable orbital configuration of a resonant planet chain depends strongly on the parameters (orbital periods, masses, radii, eccentricities, etc.) of the planets. This indicates that the stability of a given observed resonant chain of planets such as TRAPPIST-1 is highly dependent on the initial planet parameters assumed. Therefore, it is likely that the N-body simulations of Gillon et al. ([@CR66]) were unstable because the selected planet properties of the planets were far enough from reality.

Quarles et al. ([@CR152]) took advantage of this result to estimate the masses of TRAPPIST-1 planets. For this, they performed thousands of N-body simulations of TRAPPIST-1 with planet properties perturbed from the observed values and then identified those that were stable for millions of years. With this stability analysis, Quarles et al. ([@CR152]) identified self-consistent orbital solutions (i.e. that are stable on the long-term) from which they derived a posterior distribution of masses for each of the seven TRAPPIST-1 planets. Theses masses are provided in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Makarov et al. ([@CR129]) confirmed---using the planet properties of Quarles et al. ([@CR152])---that the stability of the system was greatly improved. Table 2Estimates of TRAPPIST-1 planet masses derived using (i) stability analysis, and (ii) TTV analysis. TTV masses and stability masses are all compatible within 1$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Transit Timing Variations {#Sec8}
-------------------------

In tightly packed planetary systems such as TRAPPIST-1, the continuous exchange of angular momentum between gravitationally interacting planets causes them to accelerate and decelerate along their orbits. This makes in turn their transit times occur early or late compared with a Keplerian orbit, possibly in a detectable way. Detecting these changes in transit times is known as the Transit Timing Variations (TTV) technique (Holman and Murray [@CR80]; Agol et al. [@CR1]).

All TRAPPIST-1 planets exhibit transit timing variations (Gillon et al. [@CR66]; Grimm et al. [@CR73]) owing to gravitational pulls by their closest neighbours. The TTV signal for each planet is dominated primarily by interactions with adjacent planets, and these signals have the potential to be particularly large because each planet is near first-order mean motion resonance with its neighbours. In the TRAPPIST-1 system, the TTV amplitudes range in magnitude from 2 min to 1 hour (Gillon et al. [@CR66]; Grimm et al. [@CR73]) depending on the planet.

To get accurate TTV data, it is necessary to derive precise timings for the transits of the planets. This requires transit observations with a large aperture telescope (to get as much photons as possible) and a stable photometry, to get the best possible time-resolved SNR of the transit light curve and thus the transit timing. TTVs have two components: a low-frequency component, visible in the upper panel of Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. To capture this TTV component, regular transit observations are needed over several years. Fig. 4Measured transit times of TRAPPIST-1c (with corresponding 1$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sigma $\end{document}$ uncertainties) are indicated by coloured symbols, according to the origin of the data (Spitzer, K2 or other telescopes). The grey line indicates the spread of TTV fits obtained for one thousand distinct MCMC calculations samples (Grimm et al. [@CR73]). The low-frequency TTV component is visible in the top panel, and the high-frequency (chopping) TTV component is visible in the bottom panel. A detailed list of all transits is given in the appendix of Grimm et al. ([@CR73]). This figure was adapted from Fig. 2 of Grimm et al. ([@CR73]), which also shows the TTVs of the 6 other planets in the systema high-frequency component---aka chopping (Holman et al. [@CR81]; Deck and Agol [@CR38])---visible in the lower panel of Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The periodicity of chopping pattern encodes the timespan between successive conjunctions of pairs of successive planets whose amplitudes yield the masses of adjacent perturbing planets. To capture this TTV component, continuous transit observations are needed over several tens of days. For the TRAPPIST-1 system, the most accurate TTV datasets were obtained with Spitzer (Spitzer Proposals ID 13067, 13175, 14223) space mission (see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). However, transit observations with ground-based telescopes were also useful to constrain the long-term (or low-frequency) component of the TTV.

TTV datasets were then analyzed through inversion, a process through which observed transit times are fit using a model of gravitationally interacting planets in order to determine the system parameters (Carter et al. [@CR25]). This specifically includes the determination of planetary masses, relative to the mass of the star. TRAPPIST-1 TTVs were first modeled in Gillon et al. ([@CR66]) and then completed in Grimm et al. ([@CR73]), for which a much larger amount of TTV data (a total of 284 individual transit timings) has been included. Grimm et al. ([@CR73]) used a sophisticated algorithm to compare and fit the outcome of a large number of N-body simulations of the TRAPPIST-1 system---initialized with a wide range of planet parameters---with the TTV data. Using this methodology, they were able to derive masses estimates for the TRAPPIST-1 planets. Theses masses estimates are provided in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. TTVs masses and Stability Analyses masses are all compatible within 1$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sigma $\end{document}$ error bars. However, we recommend the use of TTVs masses which have a much better measurement accuracy. These masses can be used (see Sect. [5](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}) to evaluate the planet bulk densities and gather information on their possible atmospheres. We note that significant efforts are currently being made to use all observational data---including all the latest Spitzer observation campaigns---to estimate the masses of the TRAPPIST-1 planets through TTVs as accurately as possible (Agol et al. [@CR2], in preparation).

Effect of Tides on TRAPPIST-1 Planets {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------

All observed TRAPPIST-1 planets are inside an orbital distance of ∼0.06 AU. For such close-in planets, tidal interactions are expected to be strong and to influence the orbital and rotational dynamics of the system.

In fact, the TRAPPIST-1 system principally evolves due to the gravitational tides raised by the star in the planets (the planetary tide). Simple order of magnitude calculations show that the tides exerted by the planets in the star are today a priori negligible (Turbet et al. [@CR187]). Moreover, the contribution of tidal torques between planets has been shown to be overall very small (Wright [@CR211]; Hay and Matsuyama [@CR75]), compared to the planetary tides. Planetary tides act to (i) slow down the rotation rate of the planets, (ii) reduce their obliquity, and (iii) circularize their orbits. It can trap the planets into spin-orbit resonances, possibly down to the synchronous rotation.

Turbet et al. ([@CR187]) estimated the evolution timescales for the rotation to range from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$10^{-3}$\end{document}$ Myr for planet-b to 80 Myr for planet-h. These timescales, computed assuming a tidal dissipation for the planets to be a tenth of the dissipation of the Earth---i.e. close to an ocean-less earth --, are highly uncertain. However, considering the estimated age of the system of ∼8 Gigayear (Burgasser and Mamajek [@CR24]), it is reasonable to assume that all planets have reached a state of near tidal equilibrium, with small obliquities and a slow rotation. The exact rotation will depend on the presence and strength of other processes able to balance the braking effect of tides.

Indeed, it is now known that some other processes can sometimes act to avoid the synchronous state. A first possibility is that thermal tides in the atmosphere can create a strong enough torque to balance the stellar tidal torque on the mantle, as is expected to be the case on Venus (Chapman and Lindzen [@CR28]; Ingersoll and Dobrovolskis [@CR86]; Correia and Laskar [@CR32]; Leconte et al. [@CR113]; Auclair-Desrotour et al. [@CR7]). For this process to be efficient, the planet must be close enough from the star so that tides in general are able to affect the planetary spin, but far enough so that bodily tides are not strong enough to overpower atmospheric tides. In the TRAPPIST-1 system, this zone rests well beyond the position of the seven known planets (see Fig. 3 of Leconte et al. [@CR113]). Atmospheric tides should thus be unable to significantly affect the spins of TRAPPIST-1 planets.

Another possibility for planets on an eccentric enough orbit is capture into a higher order spin-orbit resonance (Goldreich and Peale [@CR70]), i.e. higher than the synchronous rotation. Using the formalism of Ribas et al. ([@CR159]), Turbet et al. ([@CR187]) calculated that the eccentricity of a given planet in the TRAPPIST-1 system must be above ∼10^−2^ to be possibly captured in a higher order spin-orbit resonance. Probability of capture becomes greater than 10$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\%$\end{document}$ only for an eccentricity greater than 0.03 (compatible with the calculations of Makarov ([@CR128]), although made for a different system). Simulations of the system dynamics accounting for tides and planet-planet interactions (Turbet et al. [@CR187]) seem to show that such eccentricities are on the very high end of the possible scenarios. This was also confirmed in the TTV analysis of Grimm et al. ([@CR73]) showing that all TRAPPIST-1 planets most likely have eccentricities equal or below $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$10^{-2}$\end{document}$. Recently, Auclair-Desrotour et al. ([@CR8]) developed a tidal model for ocean planets and showed that, although resonances of oceanic modes are likely to decrease the critical eccentricity for which eccentric planets can be trapped in 3:2 spin-orbit resonance, this should not directly affect the end spin-state of the TRAPPIST-1 planets because their eccentricities are likely too low.

In summary, none of the two aforementioned processes should be strong enough to counteract bodily tides so that all TRAPPIST-1 planets are mostly likely today in a synchronous-rotation state.

However, it has been recently shown by Vinson et al. ([@CR197]) using a pendulum spin model introduced in Vinson and Hansen ([@CR196]) that due to planet mutual interactions, some of the TRAPPIST-1 planets may be pushed in a specific spin state of the synchronous rotation with (i) significant libration of the spin state and/or (ii) complete circulation of the spin state. In the numerical simulations of Vinson et al. ([@CR197]), the timescale for the spin libration and/or circulation is on the order of several Earth years, i.e. on the order of hundreds of orbits of TRAPPIST-1 planets. They also noted that these libration and/or circulation spin-states are quasi-stable and that TRAPPIST-1 planets can shift from one state to another on the order of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Whether the planets are in a classic synchronous state, in a higher order spin-orbit resonance, or in a synchronous state with strong libration, possibly even circulation, would have profound implications for the possible climates and atmospheres of TRAPPIST-1 planets (see an example in Fig. 1 of Turbet et al. [@CR186]).

Last but not least, it is important to mention that tidal heating is likely the dominant source of internal heating at least for the innermost TRAPPIST-1 planets (Turbet et al. [@CR187]; Barr et al. [@CR12]; Makarov et al. [@CR129]; Dobos et al. [@CR41]). For instance, Turbet et al. ([@CR187]) calculated that the mean surface tidal heating flux on TRAPPIST-1b is within 0.7--40 W m^−2^, depending on the tidal dissipation factor assumed and eccentricity calculated. Similar orders of magnitude for the tidal heating flux were obtained by Papaloizou et al. [@CR147] (\<5 W m^−2^), Barr et al. [@CR12] (between 0.8 and 4 W m^−2^), and Dobos et al. [@CR41] (between 0.1 and 2 W m^−2^). Differences are due to different tidal dissipation factors assumed and different eccentricities calculated and/or assumed. Interestingly, the viscosity of the mantle depends on its physical state (e.g. temperature), which itself depends on the rate of heating. Makarov et al. ([@CR129]) thus argued that in planets with strong potential heating (such as TRAPPIST-1b) the tidal dissipation might be determined by a feedback loop (between the physical state of the planetary interior and the heating rate) rather independently from the exact eccentricity.

All these tidal heat flux estimates are likely much larger for TRAPPIST-1b than expected radiogenic heating. On Earth, the typical radiogenic heating is ∼0.08 W m^−2^ (Davies and Davies [@CR35]; Davies [@CR34]) but it is likely to be lower on TRAPPIST-1 planets given the age of the system (Burgasser and Mamajek [@CR24]), about twice that of the solar system. Uncertainties on the initial inventory of thermally important radioactive elements as well as on the stellar age are high (Burgasser and Mamajek [@CR24]), which may affect this conclusion. Last, we note that the mechanism of electromagnetic induction heating proposed by Kislyakova et al. ([@CR97]) should have a negligible contribution to the surface heat flux. The maximum induction heating estimated for TRAPPIST-1 planets by Kislyakova et al. ([@CR97]) yields a surface flux of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In summary, tidal heating is expected to be the dominant interior heating process for TRAPPIST-1 inner planets, but likely not for outer ones. The tidal heating flux may be high enough for innermost planets that it could melt the mantle and possibly trigger intense volcanic activity and thus outgassing of volcanic gases. However, and for all planets, tidal heating is at least two orders of magnitude lower than the stellar flux they received, indicating that the direct surface and atmospheric warming from tides is negligible.

Constraints from Transit Observations {#Sec10}
=====================================

Since the initial discovery of the TRAPPIST-1 system, many ground and space-based large-aperture telescopes have been used to measure transits of all the seven TRAPPIST-1 planets in a large range of wavelengths. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} summarizes all the transit observations that have been published as of December 2019 (de Wit et al. [@CR36]; Gillon et al. [@CR66]; Bourrier et al. [@CR19],[@CR18]; de Wit et al. [@CR37]; Delrez et al. [@CR39]; Ducrot et al. [@CR49]; Luger et al. [@CR125]; Burdanov et al. [@CR23]; Wakeford et al. [@CR198]; Ducrot et al. [@CR50]) as a function of the wavelength of observation, producing the most complete transmission spectra of TRAPPIST-1 planets to date. At least three effects can explain radius variations with wavelength: (i) atomic/molecular absorptions by TRAPPIST-1 planetary atmospheres, (ii) instrumental biases and (iii) contamination by the stellar activity (e.g. presence of spots). Below, we review the information gathered and lessons learned from these multi-wavelengths transit observations. Fig. 5This figure shows transit spectra (in Earth radius units) of the seven TRAPPIST-1 planets. These spectra were constructed using the transit depth measurements obtained with Spitzer (Gillon et al. [@CR66]; Delrez et al. [@CR39]; Ducrot et al. [@CR49], [@CR50]), HST (de Wit et al. [@CR36], [@CR37]; Wakeford et al. [@CR198]), K2 (Luger et al. [@CR125]; Ducrot et al. [@CR49]), SPECULOOS-South Observatory aka SSO and Liverpool telescope (Ducrot et al. [@CR49]), VLT/HAWK-I, UKIRT and AAT (Burdanov et al. [@CR23]). These transit depths were then converted into transit radii using the TRAPPIST-1 stellar radius estimate of Van Grootel et al. ([@CR193]), i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$R_{\star }= 0.121 R_{\odot }\pm 0.003$\end{document}$. The absolute error bars on the planetary radii due to the uncertainty on the radius of the star (about 2.5$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\%$\end{document}$ according to Van Grootel et al. [@CR193]) have not been applied here, because it is the relative uncertainties that are of interest here. Note that some of the transit observations (e.g. ground-based observations, HST/WFC3 observations) may not have a reliable absolute monochromatic baseline level (Ducrot et al. [@CR49], [@CR50])

No Cloud-Free Hydrogen-Dominated Atmospheres on Most TRAPPIST-1 Planets {#Sec11}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations of the transits of TRAPPIST-1 planets (de Wit et al. [@CR36], [@CR37]) have brought the strongest constraint so far on the possible atmospheres of TRAPPIST-1 planets. Transits were observed on HST using the WFC3/IR instrument (1.1--1.7 μm) first on TRAPPIST-1bc (de Wit et al. [@CR36]) and then on TRAPPIST-1defg (de Wit et al. [@CR37]; Wakeford et al. [@CR198]). Improvements in the data reduction pipeline of the HST transit observations were proposed later in Zhang et al. ([@CR218]), which reported a net increase in the efficiency of HST observations by ∼25$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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de Wit et al. ([@CR36]) and de Wit et al. ([@CR37]) produced synthetic spectra of H~2~-dominated cloud-free atmospheres and compared them with real HST data (see black data points in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). They showed that the lack of prominent features in the HST spectra rules out cloud-free (and haze-free) hydrogen-dominated atmospheres for TRAPPIST-1b, c, d, e, f at 12, 10, 8, 6, and 4$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sigma $\end{document}$, respectively. For example, de Wit et al. ([@CR36]) showed that the expected amplitude of the 1.4 μm water feature in a hydrogen-dominated, low molecular weight atmosphere is ∼2000 ppm (in transit depth) for TRAPPIST-1b and c, corresponding to planetary radius variation ∼0.15--0.20$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$R_{\oplus }$\end{document}$ which are not seen in HST transit observations. de Wit et al. ([@CR37]) and Moran et al. ([@CR137]) calculated that the amplitude of the same feature is less than 1000 ppm (or less than 0.07$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$R_{\oplus }$\end{document}$) for TRAPPIST-1g, mostly because the atmosphere is colder, thus reducing the atmospheric scale height $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$T$\end{document}$ the atmospheric temperature, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$M$\end{document}$ the mean molar mass of the atmosphere, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$g$\end{document}$ the gravity. As a result, a clear hydrogen-rich atmosphere cannot be firmly ruled out for TRAPPIST-1g with HST observations only (de Wit et al. [@CR37]; Moran et al. [@CR137]).

Moran et al. ([@CR137]) then performed atmospheric calculations to explore if more sophisticated models of hydrogen-rich atmospheres (including higher metallicity, clouds, photochemical hazes) could also be ruled out by HST observations. They determined that H~2~-rich atmospheres (with solar metallicity[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"}) with high altitude clouds (at pressures of 12 mbar or lower) are consistent with the HST observations for TRAPPIST-1d and e. Moreover, they found that HST observations cannot rule out (at 3$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sigma $\end{document}$) hydrogen-dominated atmosphere (with a cloud layer at 0.1 bar) with 300, 100 and 60× solar metallicity for TRAPPIST-1d, e and f, respectively. This stems from the fact that high metallicity hydrogen-dominated atmosphere have a much larger mean molecular weight, and thus a lower atmospheric scale height and therefore reduced atmospheric feature amplitudes.

In conclusion, most of TRAPPIST-1 planets are unlikely to have an extended hydrogen-dominated atmosphere. However, this possibility cannot be completely ruled out by the HST/WFC3 observations, because either (i) a very high altitude cloud cover or (ii) very high metallicity H~2~-dominated atmospheres could in principle both fit HST/WFC3 observations. Furthermore, Lyman-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\alpha $\end{document}$ observations obtained with HST/STIS showed marginal flux decrease at the time of TRAPPIST-1 b and c transits, which could hint at the presence of extended hydrogen exospheres around these planets Bourrier et al. ([@CR19],[@CR18]). More HST/STIS observations of TRAPPIST-1 planetary transits (HST Proposal ID 15304, PI: Julien de Wit) are expected to put more precise constraints in a near-future.

Possible Indications of Stellar Contamination {#Sec12}
---------------------------------------------

No significant absorption features have been detected so far in any individual transmission spectra (see Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Yet, it is possible to increase the SNR of transit observations by combining the transmission spectra of all planets (see black dots in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Part of the variations seen in the combined transit spectrum may be due to the presence of atmospheric absorptions, but also likely to the presence of heterogeneities in the photosphere of the star TRAPPIST-1. This includes the presence of both occulted and unocculted (cold) spots and/or (hot) faculae. Fig. 6Stellar contamination models fit to the K2+SPECULOOS-South+HST/WFC3+Spitzer/IRAC channels 1 and 2 (de Wit et al. [@CR36]; Gillon et al. [@CR66]; Luger et al. [@CR125]; Delrez et al. [@CR39]; de Wit et al. [@CR37]; Ducrot et al. [@CR49], [@CR50]) combined TRAPPIST-1 transmission spectra for planets b+c+d+e+f+g (black points and error bars, in transit depth $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\%$\end{document}$ of it. The red stellar contamination spectrum (Morris et al. [@CR139]; Ducrot et al. [@CR49]) corresponds to a two-component model with (i) a photosphere ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$T=5300$\end{document}$ K). The dashed purple stellar contamination spectrum corresponds to a flat model (i.e. no stellar contamination), which also corresponds to the best fit scenario in Wakeford et al. ([@CR198]). For each contamination spectrum, a small offset was added to ensure that each spectrum is compatible with the Spitzer/IRAC 4.5 μm transit measurement. Note that in the three contamination models (blue, red, and dashed purple lines), the signal (when fitted) is assumed to be fully stellar, i.e. no contribution from wavelength-dependent absorption by planetary atmospheres. The pale (i) cyan, (ii) green and (iii) orange lines correspond to combined synthetic transmission spectra from planetary atmospheres all made of (i) Earth-like, (ii) Venus-like and (iii) Titan-like compositions. These combined spectra were computed by summing the synthetic spectra of TRAPPIST-1b+c+d+e+f+g from Morley et al. ([@CR138]). They assume no stellar contamination

When a planet transits in front of its host star, the transit depth of the planet is measured by taking the difference of the disk-integrated stellar spectrum between in and out of transit. It is usually assumed in this calculation that the disk-integrated spectrum is identical to the light incident on the planet and its atmosphere. In reality, however, the planet is occulting only a small region within the transit chord, and only at a given time. Due to the presence of spots, faculae, and even latitudinal temperature gradients, the spectrum of this small region may differ significantly from the disk-averaged spectrum of the star. As a result, the presence of heterogeneities in the stellar photosphere can bias transit observations.

Rackham et al. ([@CR154]) recently called into question the fidelity of the transit observations---more specifically of the HST measurements (de Wit et al. [@CR36], [@CR37])---of TRAPPIST-1 planets, because of possible contamination of the transmission spectra by the presence of spots and faculae in the photosphere of the star TRAPPIST-1. This contamination is also known as the 'transit light source effect'. For this, Rackham et al. [@CR154] (see their equations (1)--(3)) developed a simple stellar contamination spectrum model based on three components (photosphere, unocculted spot, unocculted faculae) each with a given temperature and spatial coverage. Each component can be fitted with a combination of three synthetic stellar spectra (e.g. PHOENIX spectra) at three different temperatures. The original model of Rackham et al. ([@CR154]) assumes that no heterogeneities (e.g. spots or faculae) are present within the transit chord; or, if they are, that they can be identified in the light curve and properly taken into account. However, because the precision of observations may not allow stellar surface heterogeneities within the transit chord to be reliably detected, Zhang et al. ([@CR218]) (final published version; see their equation (7)) proposed an extension to the model of Rackham et al. ([@CR154]) by taking into account the presence of spots and faculae in the transit chord. They also allowed the covering fraction of spots and faculae in the transit chord to differ from the whole-disk values. Based on the formalism of Rackham et al. ([@CR154]), two stellar contamination scenarios have been proposed so far: The first model (Rackham et al. [@CR154]; Zhang et al. [@CR218]) assumes a typical spot size of thousands of km, or ∼0.04$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\%$\end{document}$ of the projected stellar disk of TRAPPIST-1 (i.e. very similar in size to large spot groups on the Sun's photosphere). This assumption is based on the observation that long-baseline monitoring of TRAPPIST-1 using the Spitzer Space Telescope (Gillon et al. [@CR66]; Delrez et al. [@CR39]; Ducrot et al. [@CR50]) and HST/WFC3 (de Wit et al. [@CR36]) shows no definitive evidence of spot crossing events; and that the spot size must be significantly lower than ∼0.5$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\%$\end{document}$ of the projected stellar disk otherwise it should have impacted the stellar variability of TRAPPIST-1 in HST/WFC3 and Spitzer/IRAC observations (Rackham et al. [@CR154]). Using this assumption, the stellar contamination model is based on three components (i.e. the photosphere is decomposed into three regions of three different sizes and temperatures) designed to fit existing transit data from K2, SPECULOOS-South, HST/WFC3 and Spitzer/IRAC channel 2 (4--5 μm), as illustrated by the blue curve in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Their complete transmission spectrum (blue line in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) is fully consistent with stellar contamination, except with the more recent Spitzer/IRAC channel 1 (3.15--3.9 μm) presented in Ducrot et al. ([@CR50]). The three components of this model (Zhang et al. [@CR218]) are (i) a photosphere ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\%$\end{document}$ of it. Note that in the final model of Zhang et al. [@CR218] (published version, and not the first submitted arXiv version[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"}), the spot coverage is much lower in the transit chord that in the rest of the planet suggesting, (i) a latitudinal variation of spot coverage on the star, and (ii) that it is important to take this possibility into account in the fit.The second stellar contamination model (Morris et al. [@CR139]; Ducrot et al. [@CR49]) is based on the observation that the activity of the star TRAPPIST-1 as measured with K2 and Spitzer (Morris et al. [@CR139]) was best described by a two-component model with (i) a photosphere ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\%$\end{document}$. In fact, Morris et al. ([@CR139]) argued that cold spots (if present) should produce variability in the Spitzer light curves that is yet absent in existing data, motivating therefore a two-component model without cold spots. Additionally, Ducrot et al. ([@CR49]) reported that the photosphere of TRAPPIST-1 is most likely described by a base photosphere with a small fraction of hot faculae ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$T> 4000$\end{document}$ K). This stems from the fact that their stellar contamination model (red line in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) is fully consistent with existing transit observations, including the recent Spitzer/IRAC channel 1 (3.15--3.9 μm) data presented in Ducrot et al. ([@CR50]), but not the HST (1.1--1.7 μm) data (de Wit et al. [@CR36], [@CR37]) which they discarded from their analysis (see discussion hereafter). Ducrot et al. ([@CR49]) noted that the stellar photosphere may in principle also be fitted with high latitude cold spots.

Both models appear to be roughly consistent with stellar contamination in the combined transmission spectrum. However, depending on which model is correct, our ability to characterize in detail the possible atmospheres of TRAPPIST-1 planets with forthcoming large aperture telescopes such as JWST may be strongly affected. This is particularly critical in infrared wavelengths for which the two models have very different predictions. While the model of Morris et al. ([@CR139]) and Ducrot et al. ([@CR49]) predicts a nearly flat contamination spectrum for wavelengths \>0.7 μm (red line in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}), the model of Rackham et al. ([@CR154]) and Zhang et al. ([@CR218]) predicts strong spectral variations (blue line in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The latter stellar contamination spectrum would alter the transit depths of the TRAPPIST-1 planets for planetary atmospheric species by roughly 1-15x the strength of planetary features, for wavelengths \>0.7 μm, thus significantly complicating JWST follow-up transit observations of this system. Moreover, this contamination would also introduce a bias as high as ∼2.5$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\%$\end{document}$ (more likely an overestimate) on planetary radii estimated with Spitzer IRAC channel 2 (Rackham et al. [@CR154]), and could thus bias the density estimates.

Below, we review the pros and cons of the two models: *Fit of the combined transmission spectrum:* Both models provide a reasonable fit of existing transit data (see red and blue lines in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). However, if HST data is included in the fit, the model of Zhang et al. ([@CR218]) performs very well and the model of Ducrot et al. ([@CR49]) can be discarded. Without HST data, the model of Ducrot et al. ([@CR49]) performs better than the model of Zhang et al. ([@CR218]).*HST data and the inverted 1.4 μm water vapour feature:* Ducrot et al. ([@CR49]) reported that the HST observations (de Wit et al. [@CR36], [@CR37]) may not have a reliable absolute monochromatic baseline level, due to orbit-dependent systematic effects. This is a good argument to remove the HST monochromatic data from the global fit of the stellar contamination model. However, the chromatic variation of transit depth within the 1.1--1.7 μm range can in principle be used separately as an additional constraint. While de Wit et al. ([@CR36], [@CR37]) do not see any strong evidence for variations within the HST/WFC3 band, Zhang et al. ([@CR218]) show---by improving on the HST/WFC3 data analysis pipeline and summing the contributions of all planets from b to g---the presence of a strong inverted water vapour feature (black data points between 1.1 and 1.7 μm, in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) in the six-planets combined transmission spectrum. Zhang et al. [@CR218] (see their Fig. 11) also found that the same water vapour inverted feature is present in all possible five-planet combined transmission spectra, indicating it is not solely due to the spectrum of an individual planet. The presence of this water vapour inverted feature---if confirmed---is a strong evidence for the reliability of the stellar contamination model of Zhang et al. ([@CR218]).*Planetary radius bias:* The model of Rackham et al. ([@CR154]) and Zhang et al. ([@CR218]) predicts a ∼2.5$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\%$\end{document}$ radius bias in Spitzer/IRAC infrared wavelengths, while the model of Morris et al. ([@CR139]) and Ducrot et al. ([@CR49]) does not predict any. Morris et al. ([@CR141]) re-evaluated the TRAPPIST-1 planets transit depths by estimating---in the Spitzer transit light curves---(i) the durations of the ingress/egress, (ii) the duration of the transit and (iii) the impact parameter. The method is detailed in Morris et al. ([@CR140]) (see equations (5)--(8)). This method, also known as the transit light-curve 'self-contamination' technique, is very weakly affected by the presence of stellar heterogeneities and can thus be used in principle to derive transit depth estimates that are not biased by the presence of heterogeneities in the stellar photosphere (Morris et al. [@CR140]). By using this method, Morris et al. ([@CR141]) found consistent transit depth measurements between the traditional method and the light curve self-contamination method of Morris et al. ([@CR140]) and concluded on the absence of statistically significant evidence of stellar contamination in the Spitzer infrared wavelengths, thus supporting the model of Morris et al. ([@CR139]) and Ducrot et al. ([@CR49]). However, Zhang et al. ([@CR218]) reported that the light curve self-contamination method has such large uncertainties (see Fig. 3 of Morris et al. [@CR141]) that they do not have the sensitivity to probe the level of stellar contamination predicted by the model of Rackham et al. ([@CR154]) and Zhang et al. ([@CR218]).*K2/I band/Spitzer stellar variability and size of stellar heterogeneities:* While the Rackham et al. ([@CR154]) and Zhang et al. ([@CR218]) model assumed that the heterogeneities (two components) in TRAPPIST-1 photosphere are similar in size to those in the Sun's photosphere, Morris et al. ([@CR139]) and Ducrot et al. ([@CR49]) model assumed instead an empirically driven hypothetical spot distribution for TRAPPIST-1, consisting of (one component) a few small, bright (hot) spots. The former model is based on the assumption that the ∼1$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$^{4}\mbox{ km}$\end{document}$) dark spots should be absent in the stellar photosphere, otherwise they would produce much stronger variability in Spitzer light curves (see Fig. 2 in Morris et al. [@CR139] and discussion in Ducrot et al. [@CR49]). A two-component photosphere model (Morris et al. [@CR139]) with a few very bright spots can however drive the modulation with a 3.3 day period in the K2 bandpass without generating a corresponding signal in the Spitzer 4.5 μm band, in agreement with the observations. Note that these observations do not discard the model of Rackham et al. ([@CR154]) and Zhang et al. ([@CR218]) which assumed much smaller dark spots (a factor of 10 lower than in Morris et al. ([@CR139])). This also means that the model of Morris et al. ([@CR139]) and Ducrot et al. ([@CR49]) could be improved by adding a third component of small, dark spots. Meanwhile, Wakeford et al. ([@CR198]) noted that the spot temperature posterior distribution of Zhang et al. [@CR218] (see their Fig. 13 and 20) is truncated to high temperature, potentially preventing it from reaching the parameter space of very hot bright spots found in Morris et al. ([@CR139]) and Ducrot et al. ([@CR49]).*No clear spot crossing events during transits:* Analyses of observations in the visible and near-IR carried out by K2, SPECULOOS and the Liverpool telescope do not show transit depth variability arising from stellar spot crossing events during transits (Delrez et al. [@CR39]; Ducrot et al. [@CR49], [@CR50]). Ducrot et al. ([@CR50]) identified a few outliers in the Spitzer transit light curves but they interpreted most of them as instrumental noise. This means that spots must be either cool and smaller than the size of the planets (which would reduce the probability and amplitude of a spot occultation) or reside outside of the transit chords (Morris et al. [@CR139]). These observations are particularly constraining on the bright spots, that should be absent of the transit chords of TRAPPIST-1. This is surprising, given the transit chords represents ∼56$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To conclude, it is still unclear which of the two models is the best predictor of the stellar contamination. In the model of Rackham et al. ([@CR154]) and Zhang et al. ([@CR218]), the stellar contamination is so strong in the infrared (by comparison to the expected amplitude of the atmospheric molecular absorption features; see Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) that it is undoubtedly the most important limitation to our ability to characterize the atmosphere of the TRAPPIST-1 planets with the James Webb Space Telescope. In the model of Morris et al. ([@CR139]) and Ducrot et al. ([@CR49]), the stellar contamination is so flat in the infrared wavelengths that observations made with the two channels of Spitzer/IRAC could already be used to discard some high mean molecular weight atmospheres. For instance, if the stellar contaminaton model of Morris et al. ([@CR139]) and Ducrot et al. ([@CR49]) is correct, then we conclude based on Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} (orange line, for Titan-like atmospheres) that all TRAPPIST-1 planets cannot be CH~4~-dominated (Ducrot et al. [@CR50]). This stems from the fact that the 3.3 μm CH~4~ band should otherwise produce a significant variation of transit depth between the two Spitzer/IRAC warm channels that is not observed (Ducrot et al. [@CR49], [@CR50]).

With a few exceptions (fit of HST data, Spitzer IRAC channel 1 data), both models appear to be so far broadly compatible with observational data. Besides, and as supported by the recent work of Wakeford et al. ([@CR198]), it seems that the two models could be reconciled by (i) adding a small, dark spot component and (ii) allowing for a very hot bright spot component. Better constraints on the nature of stellar heterogeneities present in the photosphere of TRAPPIST-1 is key to characterizing TRAPPIST-1 planetary atmospheres.

Constraints from Numerical Modelling {#Sec13}
====================================

In this section, we review the various theoretical and numerical efforts that have been recently undertaken to better constrain the nature of the possible atmospheres of TRAPPIST-1 planets. Below, we list all common gases in known planetary atmospheres (H~2~, H~2~O, CO~2~, CH~4~, N~2~, O~2~) and discuss whether or not these gases may have predominantly accumulated in the atmospheres of TRAPPIST-1 planets, based on the results of numerical 1D and 3D climate models, photochemical models, and atmospheric escape models.

H~2~/He Envelopes {#Sec14}
-----------------

It has been argued (de Wit et al. [@CR36], [@CR37]; Wakeford et al. [@CR198]) based on HST transit observations that most of TRAPPIST-1 planets are unlikely to be endowed with a hydrogen-dominated atmosphere, unless high altitude clouds/hazes are present or high metallicity atmospheres are considered (Moran et al. [@CR137]). This is discussed in more details in Sect. [4.1](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}.

Here we argue that hydrogen-dominated atmospheres are unlikely for TRAPPIST-1 planets, based also on their mass and radius estimates. Using the numerical atmospheric calculations of H~2~-dominated atmospheres presented in Grimm et al. ([@CR73]), we constructed (see Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}) mass-radius relationships for hydrogen-dominated atmospheres. For this, we assumed (i) a terrestrial core composition (Zeng et al. [@CR217]),[6](#Fn6){ref-type="fn"} (ii) hydrogen envelopes of various mass fraction (from 10^−6^ to 10^−2^), (iii) atmospheric temperature-pressure profiles based on the atmospheric numerical climate calculations of Grimm et al. ([@CR73]). For simplicity, we calculated mass-radius relationships based on two distinct atmospheric scenarios: first, a 'hot' scenario using the temperature-pressure profile calculated for a planet receiving the irradiation of TRAPPIST-1b, assuming 1x solar metallicity; and a 'cold' scenario, using the temperature-pressure profile calculated for a planet receiving the irradiation of TRAPPIST-1h, assuming 1x solar metallicity. At first order, numerical atmospheric models show (Grimm et al. [@CR73]) that these temperature profiles can be described by an isothermal stratosphere (down to ∼0.1 bar) complemented with a dry convective troposphere (from ∼0.1 bar down to the surface). The transit radius of the planet was then computed by integrating the hydrostatic equation (assuming a gravity varying with altitude) using the Saumon et al. ([@CR167]) equation of state and assuming a transit pressure of 0.4 bar, the latter being a conservative estimate for all planets according to the results of Grimm et al. [@CR73] (Table 4). Fig. 7Mass-radius relationships for various interior compositions and hydrogen envelope masses. The mass-radius relationships for planets endowed with hydrogen envelopes were constructed (i) assuming a core of terrestrial composition (Zeng et al. [@CR217]), (ii) endowed with a hydrogen envelope of 1x solar metallicity (solid lines) or 100x solar metallicity (dotted lines) for H~2~O and CH~4~. Red lines (and blue lines, respectively) indicate a scenario where the atmospheric temperature profile has been calculated in the irradiation condition of TRAPPIST-1b (of TRAPPIST-1h, respectively), hence the name 'hot' (and 'cold', respectively). All transit radii were computed assuming a transit pressure of 0.4 bar, which is a conservative assumption based on the results of Grimm et al. ([@CR73]) (Table 4). We also plotted the expected transit radii assuming a transit pressure at 1 mbar (pale red and blue lines). For comparison, we added the masses and radii of the seven TRAPPIST-1 planets measured from Grimm et al. ([@CR73]) and Ducrot et al. ([@CR50]), with their associated 1$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sigma $\end{document}$ error bars. For reference, we also added a terrestrial composition (Zeng et al. [@CR217]) that ressembles that of the Earth, and a pure iron core composition (Seager et al. [@CR172])

In the most conservative scenario (high metallicity, cold atmosphere, transit pressure at 0.4 bar meaning the atmosphere is assumed to be cloud-free), Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows that the maximum hydrogen-to-core mass fraction allowed (at 1$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sigma $\end{document}$) by measured radii and masses of TRAPPIST-1 planets (Grimm et al. [@CR73]; Ducrot et al. [@CR50]) is roughly 4×10^−4^. If the atmospheres were to be cloudy, then this maximum hydrogen content would be further reduced (e.g. down to ∼10^−4^ for a cloud top at 1 mbar).

According to Wheatley et al. ([@CR201]), TRAPPIST-1 planets receive between 3×10^3^ (for planet b) and 10^2^ erg s^−1^ cm^−2^ (for planet h) XUV flux from the star TRAPPIST-1 today. This results in mass loss rates between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$3\times 10^{7}$\end{document}$ g s^−1^ for TRAPPIST-1b and h, respectively, calculated in the energy-limited escape formalism (Bolmont et al. [@CR15]; Bourrier et al. [@CR18]), using revised mass and radius estimates of Grimm et al. ([@CR73]) and Ducrot et al. ([@CR50]). Furthermore, using the XUV flux history reconstruction of Bolmont et al. ([@CR15]) and Bourrier et al. ([@CR18]), we evaluate a cumulative (over 8 billion years) total hydrogen mass loss of 10^23^ kg (i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$5\times 10^{-3}$\end{document}$ total mass fraction) for TRAPPIST-1b and h, respectively. This is 2000 and 100×, respectively, the amount of hydrogen required to fit the mass and radius of TRAPPIST-1b and h, assuming planets with a terrestrial core endowed with a high metallicity H~2~-dominated envelope. As a result, the hydrogen-to-core mass fraction envelope required to fit the mass-radius relationships would be removed in ∼100 million years or less only, which is significantly lower than the estimated age of the TRAPPIST-1 system (Burgasser and Mamajek [@CR24]).

This escape rate should be even larger considering that a H~2~-dominated atmosphere around a terrestrial-mass planet should be strongly extended (due to the reduction of gravity with altitude), and that the escape rate is expected to scale with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$R_{\mathrm{p}}^{3}$\end{document}$ (Erkaev et al. [@CR51]). This atmospheric expansion is illustrated in the H~2~-rich mass-radius relationships (see Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}) that shows the difference of optical radius whether the atmosphere is assumed to be opaque at 0.4 bar (solid blue and red lines) i.e. cloud-free, or it is assumed to be opaque at 1 mbar (pale solid blue and red lines) i.e. with high altitude clouds. Assuming the XUV radius (i.e. the planetary radius at which the atmosphere becomes optically thick to XUV photons) occurs at a pressure of ∼1 nanobar (Murray-Clay et al. [@CR142]; Lopez et al. [@CR121]), we evaluate (using equation (16) of Grimm et al. [@CR73]) that the XUV radius of TRAPPIST-1h is ∼1.5× that of its optical radius (for 100× solar metallicity), increasing the escape rate by a factor of ∼3. For TRAPPIST-1b (and assuming 1× solar metallicity), the XUV radius can increase by ∼1.9 thus increasing the escape rate by a factor of ∼7.

In summary, based on H~2~-dominated mass-radius relationships for TRAPPIST-1 planets (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}), as well as hydrodynamical escape rate estimates (Owen and Mohanty [@CR146]; Wheatley et al. [@CR201]; Bolmont et al. [@CR15]; Bourrier et al. [@CR18]), H~2~-dominated envelopes are unlikely to be stable around any of the TRAPPIST-1 planets. Sustaining a hydrogen-rich atmosphere today is not theoretically impossible though, but it requires to consider a fine-tuned scenario where the planets were to be observed now exactly at the critical moment just before the complete loss of their initial hydrogen envelope (see Owen and Mohanty [@CR146], Fig. 13, for an example of hydrogen envelope evolution). However, it would not be possible to do this fine tuning for multiple planets in the same system. Besides, the absence of a large spread among TRAPPIST-1 planet densities is another argument against the presence of H~2~-dominated atmospheres. This stems from the fact that any significant change of H~2~ content---e.g. arising from variations in the hydrogen-rich gas accretion rates during the planet formation phase (Hori and Ogihara [@CR82]) or from variations in the H~2~ escape rates (Bolmont et al. [@CR16]; Bourrier et al. [@CR18])---among TRAPPIST-1 planets should produce a very different density, which is not observed (see Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

This argument, plus the HST/WFC3-IR transit measurements, are strong arguments against the presence of H~2~-dominated envelopes around TRAPPIST-1 planets. This is also supported by recent calculations (Hori and Ogihara [@CR82]) showing the total mass loss of hydrogen-rich envelopes around TRAPPIST-1 planets is anyway likely higher than the amount of hydrogen-rich gas they can accrete during their formation.

Water Envelope {#Sec15}
--------------

Based on the masses and radii measurements of Grimm et al. ([@CR73]) and Ducrot et al. ([@CR50]), at least three planets of the system (TRAPPIST-1b, d and g) are not compatible with a bare rock composition at 1$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sigma $\end{document}$. This stems from the fact that these three planets have a measured bulk density that is lower than a pure Mg/Si planet (i.e. the lightest rocky planet that can be constructed), indicated by the black line in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. If confirmed, this result is a major achievement because it shows that these three planets must be enriched with volatiles and most likely with water (the most abundant of them) to lower the planetary density. Fig. 8Mass-radius relationships for various interior compositions and water content, assuming water is in the condensed form (left panel) and water forms an atmosphere (right panel). The rocky composition mass-radius relationship assumes a pure MgSiO~3~ interior and was taken from Zeng et al. ([@CR217]). The water-rich mass-radius relationships for water in condensed form (left panel) were derived using the data from Zeng et al. ([@CR217]). The water-rich mass-radius relationships for water in gaseous form (right panel) were calculated in Turbet et al. ([@CR190]). All mass-radius relationships with water were built assuming a pure MgSiO~3~ interior. For comparison, we added the measured positions of the seven TRAPPIST-1 planets measured from Grimm et al. ([@CR73]), Ducrot et al. ([@CR50]), with their associated 1$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sigma $\end{document}$ error bars. Based on the irradiation they receive compared to the theoretical runaway greenhouse limit (see Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}), TRAPPIST-1e, f, g and h should be compared with mass-radius relationships on the left, while TRAPPIST-1b, c and d should be compared with those on the right. To emphasize this, we indicated on each panel in black the planets (and their associated 1$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sigma $\end{document}$ error bars) for which mass-radius relationships (with water) are not appropriate. For reference, we also added a terrestrial composition that ressembles that of the Earth. Note that mass-radius relationships for steam planets (right panel) can be easily built following the procedure described in Appendix D of Turbet et al. ([@CR190]). The figure was adapted from Turbet et al. ([@CR190])

Dorn et al. ([@CR46]) showed using a Bayesian inference analysis that possible water mass fractions may range from 0 to 25$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\%$\end{document}$. More recently, Turbet et al. ([@CR190]) showed that the water content of the three innermost planets TRAPPIST-1b, c and d may in fact have been overestimated. This stems from the fact that these planets receive more irradiation than the runaway greenhouse limit (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) for which water has been shown to be unstable in condensed form and should rather form a thick, extended H~2~O-dominated atmosphere. For the planet to exhibit the same radius, this H~2~O-dominated atmosphere needs to be much less massive than a denser condensed water envelope (Turbet et al. [@CR188], [@CR190]). Taking into account this atmospheric effect, Turbet et al. ([@CR190]) showed that TRAPPIST-1b, c and d should not have more (assuming a terrestrial core composition) than 2, 0.3 and 0.08$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Bourrier et al. ([@CR18]) investigated---using the formalism of Bolmont et al. ([@CR15])---the history of hydrodynamic water loss from the planets in the energy-limited regime. They found that planet g and those closer in could have lost more than 20 Earth oceans through hydrodynamic escape, if the system is as old as ∼8 Gigayear (Burgasser and Mamajek [@CR24]). However, TRAPPIST-1e to h might have lost less than three Earth oceans if hydrodynamic escape stopped once they entered the habitable zone, i.e. when diffusion of water to the upper atmosphere (and then photodissociation of water) becomes the limiting process of water loss. Late-stage outgassing could also have brought significant amounts of water for the outer planets after they entered the Habitable Zone. Altogether, this indicates that,while the three inner planets are likely dry today, the outer planets of the TRAPPIST-1 system may have retained some water in their atmosphere or on their surface today.

O~2~ Atmospheres {#Sec16}
----------------

O~2~ is the natural molecule to discuss after H~2~O because it has been shown that O~2~ could easily accumulate from the photodissociation of H~2~O molecules and the subsequent loss of lighter H atoms.

Luger and Barnes ([@CR123]) calculated that as much as 10^3^--10^4^ bar of O~2~ could have possibly accumulated in the atmosphere of planets orbiting very low mass stars such as TRAPPIST-1. However, the exact amount of O~2~ that may accumulate in the atmosphere of TRAPPIST-1 planets depends on: *how much water is present initially.* Tian ([@CR181]) showed that the more water is present initially on the planet, the more O~2~ should build up on the planet. This means in particular that if the TRAPPIST-1 planets formed dry, then the accumulation of O~2~ should be very limited. This assumes no atmosphere-interior interactions.*how efficiently hydrogen atoms can drag oxygen atoms with them.* Bolmont et al. ([@CR15]) found that, in most of the configurations of their calculations, oxygen atoms are dragged away by the escaping hydrogen atoms, thus reducing the O~2~ buildup to hundreds of bar, at maximum (see also Johnstone [@CR88]). This is about two orders of magnitude lower than calculated in Luger and Barnes ([@CR123]). Furthermore, dragged along oxygen atoms could cool the outflows, resulting in reduced escape rates.*how efficient atmosphere-interior interactions are.* Wordsworth et al. ([@CR210]) showed that during the runaway greenhouse phase where all water of the planet is trapped in the atmosphere, the surface temperature due to the greenhouse effect of water is so high (Kopparapu et al. [@CR103]; Goldblatt et al. [@CR69]; Turbet et al. [@CR188]) that the surface and mantle are expected to melt. In this case, most oxygen produced from H~2~O photolysis can be absorbed by the magma ocean, thus limiting the O~2~ atmospheric buildup (Hamano et al. [@CR74]; Schaefer et al. [@CR168]; Wordsworth et al. [@CR210]). In the scenarios of Wordsworth et al. ([@CR210]), O~2~ buildup is maximum if the water content is low enough that the planet reaches the point where (i) it is beyond the runaway greenhouse meaning all water is vaporized, but (ii) it has low enough water (i.e. roughly 1 Earth water ocean content) that the surface is solidified and cannot absorb O~2~ anymore. While in this worst case scenario, no more than ∼10^2^ bar of O~2~ should build up, in most cases Wordsworth et al. ([@CR210]) show the O~2~ buildup should be limited to 1 bar (50 bar, respectively) for TRAPPIST-1h (TRAPPIST-1b, respectively). Finally, Way M. J. and Del Genio ([@CR199]) recently proposed that the surface of a planet may not even need to be a magma ocean for large quantities of O~2~ to be absorbed. O~2~ may be indeed absorbed by magma released through large scale resurfacing processes as seen on Venus in the past several hundred million years.

While there are multiple theoretical uncertainties in the above dependencies that have yet to be fully worked out, the conclusion of these works is that O~2~-dominated atmospheres are one of the most serious candidates for the composition of TRAPPIST-1 planetary atmospheres (Lincowski et al. [@CR117]).

CH~4~/NH~3~ Atmospheres {#Sec17}
-----------------------

In the same way that H~2~O is expected to be efficiently photodissociated in a water-dominated atmosphere, the photodissociation of CH~4~ and NH~3~ (which are not sensitive to the condensation cold trap at the radiation levels received on the TRAPPIST-1 planets; see Turbet et al. [@CR187]) by UV radiation may play a significant role in shaping the TRAPPIST-1 planet atmospheres. High energy cross-section of CH~4~ peaks around 80 nm and is significantly higher in the 20--150 nm wavelength range than for wavelengths just beyond 150 nm by at least 6 orders of magnitude (Keller-Rudek et al. [@CR95]; Arney et al. [@CR5]). In the 20--150 nm wavelength range, the emission of the star TRAPPIST-1 is much stronger than the Sun (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), relative to their total bolometric emission. This indicates that the photodissociation rate of CH~4~ (with a photodissociation energy threshold ∼277 nm) is expected to be very strong around a star like TRAPPIST-1.

It is, for example, estimated that it should take roughly 10 My for Titan to remove all the methane (0.07 bar) from the atmosphere (Yung et al. [@CR216]) and that as much as ∼30 bar could have been photochemically removed in the last 4 billion years. If the photodissociation rate scales linearly with the incoming X/EUV flux, as much as 10^2^-10^4^ times (averaged over the surface) more methane could have been photochemically destroyed in the atmosphere of TRAPPIST-1 planets (Turbet et al. [@CR187]). Over the expected age of the system of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$7.6 \pm 2.2$\end{document}$ Gy (Burgasser and Mamajek [@CR24]), the planets could have lost between ∼120 bar --Titan's limit, including the gravity correction-- and 10^6^ bar of CH~4~---when scaling linearly the CH~4~ loss with the expected X/EUV flux history on TRAPPIST-1b---through (i) photolysis, then (ii) organic haze formation, and (iii) haze sedimentation on the surface, light hydrogen being lost to space in the process. This mechanism is known as the photochemical atmospheric collapse (Lorenz et al. [@CR122]; Turbet et al. [@CR187]).

Knowing that the NH~3~ high-energy absorption cross-section also peaks around 80 nm and is significantly higher in the 20--150 nm wavelength range (Keller-Rudek et al. [@CR95]), and that the amplitude of the cross-section is similar to that of CH~4~ (peak at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$3\times 10^{-17}$\end{document}$ cm^2^ molecule^−1^ for NH~3~, around 80 nm and at room temperature), the same photochemical atmospheric collapse mechanism should operate for NH~3~. Unlike CH~4~, NH~3~ (with a photodissociation energy threshold ∼301 nm) absorption cross-section is also high in the 160--210 nm wavelength range (Keller-Rudek et al. [@CR95]). This means that---comparatively to planets orbiting Sun-like star---the NH~3~ photochemical atmospheric collapse could be weaker.

Sustaining continuously a CH~4~-rich (or NH~3~-rich) atmosphere over TRAPPIST-1 lifetime would require an extremely large source of methane (or ammonia, respectively). Low concentration of CH~4~ (up to the ∼0.3$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\%$\end{document}$ level) could be sustained in TRAPPIST-1 planetary atmospheres assuming Earth-like CH~4~ surface production rate from the Earth biosphere (Rugheimer et al. [@CR164]). CH~4~ production rates would however have to be extremely high to maintain a CH~4~-dominated atmosphere. A similar argument could be made with regard to NH~3~ (Kasting [@CR93]). We do, however, acknowledge that the formation of high-altitude organic hazes from the NH~3~ and/or CH~4~ photolysis (Sagan and Chyba [@CR166]; Wolf and Toon [@CR205]; Arney et al. [@CR4]) may shield these molecules. This could reduce the CH~4~ and/or NH~3~ photolysis rate, which would increase their lifetime.

Similarly, large quantities of N~2~ could be photodissociated, forming HCN (Liang et al. [@CR114]; Tian et al. [@CR185]; Krasnopolsky [@CR107], [@CR108]) and could be lost subsequently in long nitrogen-enriched carbonated chains that could sediment on the surface. This mechanism could in principle remove efficiently N~2~ from the atmosphere in the long term (Turbet et al. [@CR187]). Coupled photochemical Global Climate Models (see e.g. Chen et al. [@CR29]) could be used in the future to further explore these photochemical atmospheric collapse mechanisms to understand when and to what extent it should play a role in shaping TRAPPIST-1 planets-like atmospheres.

N~2~ Atmospheres {#Sec18}
----------------

If it is not lost in a chemically reduced atmosphere, N~2~ could also be lost because of ion escape mechanisms.

Dong et al. ([@CR43]) carried out numerical simulations to characterize the stellar wind produced by TRAPPIST-1 and the resulting atmospheric ion escape rates for all of the seven planets, assuming CO~2~-dominated atmospheres. In their calculations, the stellar wind-driven atmospheric escape rate ranges from 0.1 to 10 bar per billion year, depending on the planet considered (T1b versus T1h). This number could be lowered by up to two orders of magnitude when considering the planet has a strong magnetic field (Dong et al. [@CR42]).

Dong et al. ([@CR44]) showed with the case of TRAPPIST-1g that the rate of atmospheric escape due to stellar wind can actually increase by a factor of ∼100 for O~2~-dominated atmospheres, since O~2~-dominated exospheres are not expected to cool as efficiently as CO~2~-dominated ones. Although to the best of our knowledge no numerical experiments have yet been conducted to study the stellar wind-driven atmospheric escape rate for N~2~-dominated atmospheres around low mass stars, we argue that quantitatively similar results are expected. O~2~ and N~2~ have different structural, electronic and radiative properties (Fennelly and Torr [@CR55]; Heays et al. [@CR76]; Gordon et al. [@CR72]), resulting in a much higher concentration of O+ than that of N+ in the present-day Earth's upper atmosphere (Bilitza et al. [@CR14]). However, Tian et al. ([@CR183],[@CR184]) showed in fact with a thermosphere model that N+ and O+ ions are expected to be present in *quite* similar abundance in the upper atmosphere of Earth-like (i.e. N~2~/O~2~-dominated) planetary atmospheres, assuming that they are exposed to large Extreme-UV *(EUV)* fluxes typical of the young Sun or low-mass stars. As a matter of fact, while the upper atmosphere density of N+ in their model is always at least two orders of magnitude lower than that of O+ for a present-day Earth incident EUV flux, the density of N+ is very close (and always at least 2.5× lower) to that of O+ for a 10× higher incident EUV flux (see Tian et al. [@CR184], Fig. 7). Using the prescriptions of Tian et al. ([@CR183]), Lichtenegger et al. ([@CR115]) evaluated that the stellar wind-driven atmospheric escape rate ranges from 20 to 500 bar of N~2~ lost per billion year for a planet with an Earth-like atmosphere and exposed to an Extreme-UV from 7 to 20 times that of present-day Earth.

Although the presence of additional coolant gases such as CO~2~ may lower these rates (Lichtenegger et al. [@CR115]; Johnstone et al. [@CR89]), we conclude that while an Earth-like atmosphere (i.e. ∼1 bar N~2~-dominated atmosphere) may be stable against stellar wind-driven escape for the outermost planets of the TRAPPIST-1 system in the event that CO~2~ is abundant, this is unlikely to be the case for the inner planets in the system. We acknowledge however that assessing the amount of nitrogen that may have been lost through this non-thermal escape process deserves to be studied in more details with models adapted to the TRAPPIST-1 system (see e.g. Dong et al. [@CR44]).

CO~2~ Atmospheres {#Sec19}
-----------------

CO~2~ is the most widespread molecule in the atmospheres of the terrestrial planets of the solar system, and is one of the most likely gases to accumulate in the atmospheres of TRAPPIST-1 planets (Lincowski et al. [@CR117]).

The strongest argument for the presence (and possibly the accumulation) of CO~2~ resides in its robustness to atmospheric escape processes. CO~2~ is a very good radiative coolant of upper atmospheres (Tian [@CR180]; Johnstone et al. [@CR89]) due mostly to strong absorption bands (or emission bands, according to the Kirchhoff's law of radiation) in the thermal infrared wavelengths. This radiative cooling, coupled with a heavy molecular weight, strongly reduces the efficiency of thermal escape. In addition, simulations of Dong et al. ([@CR42], [@CR43], [@CR45]) show CO~2~ should be rather robust to ion escape mechanisms too.

For the outer TRAPPIST-1 planets (efgh), CO~2~ accumulation could be limited by surface condensation, which could be particularly strong if the planets were to be locked in synchronous rotation (see Sect. [3.4](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}). Turbet et al. ([@CR187]) explored this possibility with 3-D Global Climate Model simulations taking into account CO~2~ surface and atmospheric condensation (see Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, they showed that the CO~2~ surface collapse mechanism must be all the more important as the planet considered is far from the host star TRAPPIST-1, and the amount of non-condensable gas (that transport heat efficiently; and broaden the absorption lines of CO~2~, which increases the greenhouse effect) is low. Fig. 9This diagram indicates the range of N~2~ and CO~2~ partial pressures for which TRAPPIST-1 planetary atmospheres are robust to CO~2~ surface condensation collapse (red regions) or not (blue regions). Each dot corresponds to the result of a 3-D Global Climate Model simulation. The black arrows indicate how planets that have an unstable atmosphere (due to CO~2~ surface condensation) would evolve on the diagram. Temperatures (in green) correspond to the rough estimate (based on GCM simulations) of the surface temperature of the coldest point of the planet, at the stable lower boundary (blue is up; red is down). The figure was taken from Turbet et al. ([@CR187])

Recently, Hu et al. ([@CR84]) used 1-D atmospheric photochemistry models of TRAPPIST-1 planets assuming CO~2~-rich atmospheres to show the photodissociation of CO~2~ may lead to the accumulation of CO and O~2~, in agreement with previous calculations (Gao et al. [@CR61]), because the recombination of CO and O would be slow around low mass stars such as TRAPPIST-1. While in Mars and Venus catalytical cycles recombine CO and O~2~ into CO~2~ (and thus stabilize CO~2~), Hu et al. ([@CR84]) showed that this may not be the case for planets orbiting a very low mass star like TRAPPIST-1. This stems from the fact (Hu et al. [@CR84]) that the photodissociation rate of CO~2~ is higher (due to increased far-UV emission) and catalytical cycles are less efficient (due to decreased near-UV emission) to reform CO~2~. We note that while CO and O~2~ are not radiatively significant greenhouse gases, the build up of multiple bars of these gases can warm the planet through pressure broadening of remaining CO~2~, and through adiabatic heating (see Table 4 in Lincowski et al. [@CR116]).

Depending on the water vapour abundance in the atmosphere, and thus whether a liquid water ocean is present or not (CO and O~2~ could also be recombined directly in the ocean), CO and O~2~ could potentially massively accumulate in a CO~2~-rich planetary atmosphere around TRAPPIST-1 (Gao et al. [@CR61]; Hu et al. [@CR84]).

Implications for the Presence of Surface Liquid Water on TRAPPIST-1 Planets {#Sec20}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several 3-D Global Climate Models have been used to explore the potential habitability of TRAPPIST-1 planets, i.e. their ability to sustain liquid water on their surface. In short, and looking at Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} we see that there are three main possible scenarios Planets b and c (and potentially d) receive more insolation than the runaway greenhouse limit for water. A global surface ocean is therefore unstable, resulting in steam atmospheres and the eventual loss of water to space, pushing the planets into a desiccated state. The presence of surface liquid water would require some very specific circumstances, such as a very thin atmosphere with surface liquid water trapped on the nightside, assuming they are locked in synchronous rotation (Leconte et al. [@CR112]; Turbet et al. [@CR186], [@CR187]).Planets e, f and g are in a region where only moderate amounts of CO~2~ would suffice to warm the surface above the melting point of water (Wolf [@CR204]; Turbet et al. [@CR187]; Fauchez et al. [@CR52]). TRAPPIST-1e, in particular, should be able to sustain surface liquid water for a wide range of atmospheric compositions and pressures (Turbet et al. [@CR187]). Note presently underway is the TRAPPIST-1 Habitable Atmosphere Intercomparison (THAI) project (Fauchez et al. [@CR54]), where multiple 3-D GCMs will be compared for habitable iterations of TRAPPIST-1e. This is illustrated in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}. While differences in the cloud fields produce variations in the thermal emitted and reflected stellar fluxes, all GCMs tested similarly predict temperate surface conditions and large areas of open ocean on the day-side of the planet, assuming an Earth-like atmospheric composition. Fig. 10Surface contours for surface temperature, thermal emitted radiation at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) and reflected stellar radiation at TOA for "Hab1" scenario (i.e. a scenario of a planet with global ocean and an atmospheric bulk composition similar to present-day Earth) simulated by four of the state-of-the-art exoplanet GCMs: the UK Met Office United Model (UM) (Mayne et al. [@CR133]; Boutle et al. [@CR20]), the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique Generic model (LMDG) (Wordsworth et al. [@CR208]; Turbet et al. [@CR187]), the Resolving Orbital and Climate Keys of Earth and Extraterrestrial Environments with Dynamics (ROCKE-3D) (Way et al. [@CR200]), and the National Center for Atmospheric Research Community Atmosphere Model version 4 modified for exoplanets (ExoCAM) (Wolf and Toon [@CR206]; Wolf [@CR203]). The figure was taken from Fauchez et al. ([@CR54])Planet h is further out where the classical CO~2~ runaway collapse is supposed to take place. To reach temperate conditions, in addition to a very thick CO~2~ atmosphere, the planet would need to retain enough volcanic gases such as CH~4~ or H~2~ in order to block CO~2~ infrared windows and prevent the collapse of the atmosphere (Pierrehumbert and Gaidos [@CR151]; Wordsworth et al. [@CR209]; Ramirez and Kaltenegger [@CR156]; Lincowski et al. [@CR116]; Turbet et al. [@CR187], [@CR189], [@CR191]).

A detailed discussion about the potential habitability of TRAPPIST-1 planets is provided in Wolf ([@CR203], [@CR204]) as well as in the Sect. 7 of Turbet et al. ([@CR187]).

Future Prospects {#Sec21}
================

Thanks to its exceptional properties (system very close to Earth, extremely small host star, planets transiting frequently, very compact orbital architecture), the TRAPPIST-1 system and its seven temperate-orbit, terrestrial-size planets is likely our best chance in the future to learn more about potentially habitable planets. There are several ways to learn more about the system and its planets in the future.

First of all, the basic properties of the seven planets (i.e. their masses and radii) need to be determined with more accuracy in order to carry out comparative planetology with high-precision density measurements. Mass measurements of TRAPPIST-1 planets could be improved with the help of a TTV analysis (i) including all existing transit light curves (e.g. all Spitzer light curves, which are the best quality data available so far; see Agol et al. [@CR2], in preparation) and accounting for subtle processes such as gravitational tides (that may influence TTV in such a compact system; see Bolmont et al. [@CR17]) and for the presence of additional non-detected (yet!) planets in the system. Mass measurements could also be obtained with radial velocity measurements with near-infrared spectrographs mounted on big telescopes such as SPIRou (Klein and Donati [@CR98]), CARMENES (Quirrenbach et al. [@CR153]), IRD (Kotani et al. [@CR105]) and NIRPS (Wildi et al. [@CR202]). Near infrared wavelengths are optimal for these observations because this is where TRAPPIST-1 is the brightest. Eventually, the best mass measurements could be derived using a joined fit of the TTV measurements, the RV measurements, and the long-term stability of the system.

Likewise, radius measurements of TRAPPIST-1 planets could be improved through several ways. First, a more accurate measurement of the stellar radius will help to better constrain the planet's radii because their transit depths measure the planet-to-star radius ratios. TRAPPIST-1 radius has been measured to a ∼3$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\%$\end{document}$ (Gaia Collaboration et al. [@CR22]; Lindegren et al. [@CR118]; Kane [@CR92]), which is low enough that it has a very minor impact on the final radii uncertainty. The ∼3$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\%$\end{document}$ stellar uncertainty mostly depends now on the uncertainty on the age of TRAPPIST-1 (Burgasser and Mamajek [@CR24]), which propagates to stellar radius uncertainty in stellar evolution models such as those of Filippazzo et al. ([@CR57]). However, we acknowledge that the density should be better constrained than either the mass or radius, because it can be computed without the stellar uncertainty (Grimm et al. [@CR73]). Note that the stellar radius estimate may also be biased by (i) magnetic activity effects and/or (ii) tidal interactions of the planets with the star (Burgasser and Mamajek [@CR24]; Gonzales et al. [@CR71]) which are not included in existing stellar evolution models. Secondly, stellar contamination of the photosphere of TRAPPIST-1 by spots need to be further investigated, as it was shown to be a potential source of bias---up to ∼2.5$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\%$\end{document}$ for TRAPPIST-1 in the infrared Spitzer IRAC bands---for the radius estimates (Rackham et al. [@CR154]). Last, alternative methods for planetary radius determination such as the ingress/egress duration measurement (Morris et al. [@CR141]) could be used on larger datasets to derive independent, possibly more precise measurements.

The second main area of progress is atmospheric characterizations techniques: (i) transmission spectroscopy during transits and (ii) thermal infrared secondary eclipses and phase curves. Transmission spectroscopy observations have been initiated on TRAPPIST-1 planets in the near-infrared with HST/WFC3 observations (de Wit et al. [@CR36]). Meanwhile, significant efforts have been made to prepare transmission spectroscopy observations with forthcoming large-aperture telescopes (Barstow and Irwin [@CR13]; Morley et al. [@CR138]; Lincowski et al. [@CR116]; Krissansen-Totton et al. [@CR110]; Wunderlich et al. [@CR212]; Lustig-Yaeger et al. [@CR126]; Fauchez et al. [@CR52]; Pidhorodetska et al. [@CR149]) with a particular focus on the James Webb Space Telescope (Gillon et al. [@CR67]) which should be in operation within a few years. Morley et al. ([@CR138]) first used a very simplified reverse 1-D radiative-convective model of TRAPPIST-1 planets to determine our ability to characterize Earth-like, Venus-like and Titan-like atmospheres around TRAPPIST-1 planets. They found that ∼20 transits are required for a 5$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sigma $\end{document}$ confidence) for most of TRAPPIST-1 planets, but could be as low as 4 transits for some planets if their properties are favourable. Lincowski et al. ([@CR116]) then used a 1-D radiative-convective model coupled with a photochemistry module to show that transit spectroscopy on JWST can be used to distinguish between some of the possible atmospheres (e.g. CO~2~-dominated and O~2~-dominated, discussed in Sect. [5](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}) expected on TRAPPIST-1 planets. Using the same models, Lustig-Yaeger et al. ([@CR126]) estimated that CO~2~-containing atmospheres could be detected potentially in fewer than 10 transits---for all seven TRAPPIST-1 planets---if they lack high-altitude aerosols. Fauchez et al. ([@CR52]) calculated similar number of transits using more sophisticated 3-D Global Climate Models. The detection of CO~2~-containing atmosphere can be done mainly through the strong CO~2~ 4.3 μm absorption band (Barstow and Irwin [@CR13]; Morley et al. [@CR138]; Krissansen-Totton et al. [@CR110]; Lustig-Yaeger et al. [@CR126]; Wunderlich et al. [@CR212]; Fauchez et al. [@CR52]; Pidhorodetska et al. [@CR149]). This 4.3 μm CO~2~ band is clearly the most promising absorption feature to search for in TRAPPIST-1 planets transmission spectra with JWST. As illustrated in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}, it is weakly affected by clouds and hazes and robust to a wide range of CO~2~ concentration. Water may be extremely difficult to detect for TRAPPIST-1e and more distant planets (unless the planets are in an unlikely moist greenhouse state) because (i) water vapour should be---in most cases---confined in the lower atmosphere (because of a condensation cold trap at the top of the troposphere) where transmission spectra are less sensitive (Lustig-Yaeger et al. [@CR126]; Fauchez et al. [@CR52]), but also because (ii) water clouds (forming preferentially at the top of the troposphere) should flatten the transmission spectra (Fauchez et al. [@CR52]; Komacek et al. [@CR101]). O~2~ could also be detected with transit spectroscopy on JWST through the O~2~-O~2~ infrared 6.4 μm collision-induced absorption (Fauchez et al. [@CR53]) in ∼10 transits for most planets of the system if they have a very dry O~2~-dominated atmosphere. The presence of O~2~ could also be indirectly inferred from the detection of O~3~ (through the 9.6 μm absorption band), which has been shown to be detectable in tens of transits if present at present-day Earth level (Barstow and Irwin [@CR13]). Detecting these two molecular features (O~2~-O~2~ at 6.4 μm; O~3~ at 9.6 μm) requires the use of the JWST-MIRI[7](#Fn7){ref-type="fn"} (Mid-InfraRed Instrument) instrument (Rieke et al. [@CR160]) in Low Resolution Spectroscopy (LRS) mode (Kendrew et al. [@CR96]). The analysis of Fauchez et al. ([@CR52]) suggests that other gases would potentially require hundreds (or thousands) of transits to be detectable, because of clouds and/or hazes flattening the transmission spectra in near-infrared wavelengths. Lincowski et al. ([@CR117]) proposed that JWST-NIRSpec[8](#Fn8){ref-type="fn"} (Near-InfraRed Spectrograph) in particular in prism mode (Bagnasco et al. [@CR9]; Ferruit et al. [@CR56]) transmission spectra could be used to detect CO~2~ and H~2~O isotopologues, which would be very informative about isotopic fractionation processes such as atmospheric escape. Isotopologues such as HDO or ^18^OCO (at mixing ratios compatible with solar system values) could be detected through their near-infrared absorption bands with as few as 4 to 11 transits at 5$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sigma $\end{document}$ on JWST-NIRSpec Prism (Lincowski et al. [@CR117]). However, the presence of clouds and/or hazes would likely preclude detection of these isotopologues with JWST (Fauchez et al. [@CR52]). Moreover, we emphasize that the real impact of stellar contamination by the presence of heterogeneities in the photosphere of TRAPPIST-1 needs to be elucidated, as it can significantly bias the transmission spectra measured with JWST. For that, more information need to be gathered on TRAPPIST-1 during planetary transits (e.g. search for spot crossing events) and out of planetary transit (e.g. characterize the wavelength dependency of the stellar variability). That being said, these promising results motivated altogether Guaranteed Time Observations (GTO) programs on JWST (GTO 1201, PI: David Lafreniere; GTO 1331, PI: Nikole Lewis) to observe 2 transits of TRAPPIST-1d and 4 of TRAPPIST-1e with NIRSpec prism; 4 transits of TRAPPIST-1f and 3 of TRAPPIST-1g with JWST-NIRISS[9](#Fn9){ref-type="fn"} (Near InfraRed Imager and Slitless Spectrograph) (Doyon et al. [@CR48]). Fig. 11Synthetic transmission spectra simulated for TRAPPIST-1e at the spectral coverage and resolution of JWST NIRSpec and MIRI instruments. Each panel corresponds to a different composition, from top to bottom and left to right: a present-day Earth atmosphere, an Archean Earth (N~2~/CO~2~/CH~4~-dominated) atmosphere, a 1 bar CO~2~-dominated atmosphere and a 10 bar CO~2~-dominated atmosphere. While black lines indicate cloud-free transmission spectra, coloured lines take into account the effect of clouds, hazes, and both at the same time. The transmission spectra were computed using coupled 3-D Global Climate Model and 1-D photochemical climate model simulations. The figure was adapted from Fauchez et al. ([@CR52])

In parallel, large-aperture ground-based telescopes coupled to high-resolution spectrographs could be used to infer the properties of the TRAPPIST-1 system and the planetary atmospheres. Such observations could lead to (i) the detection of the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect (Rossiter [@CR163]; McLaughlin [@CR135]; Cloutier and Triaud [@CR30]) to further constrain the orbital architecture of the system and confirm the 3.3 days rotation period of TRAPPIST-1, which is a crucial assumption in the stellar contamination model of Morris et al. [@CR139]. Hirano et al. ([@CR79]) have very recently made a first potential detection of the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect with the Subaru-IRD spectrograph and derived a projected rotation velocity of TRAPPIST-1 of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$3.97^{+1.32}_{-0.77}$\end{document}$ days, in agreement with the 3.3 days rotation period from the K2 light curves. It is also consistent with the stellar line rotational broadening measurement of TRAPPIST-1 with CARMENES (Reiners et al. [@CR158]) leading to a projected rotation velocity of ∼2 km s^−1^. The observations of Hirano et al. ([@CR79]) also suggest that the stellar obliquity of TRAPPIST-1 (i.e. the angle between the star's spin axis and the orbital axis of the planets) is likely small, providing new information on the orbital architecture of the system.; (ii) the detection of molecular absorption lines. At very high spectral resolution, molecular absorption lines can be individually resolved and their signal can be co-added using the cross-correlation technique (Snellen et al. [@CR177]). The contamination by resolved telluric lines can be significantly reduced by taking advantage of the Doppler shift arising from the differential speed of the observed system and observers on Earth. Specifically, detection of molecules such as H~2~O or O~2~ (e.g. through the 760 nm A-band) could be attempted on the E-ELT (Snellen et al. [@CR177]; Rodler and López-Morales [@CR161]; Serindag and Snellen [@CR175]), although the number of required transits may be prohibitively high, especially if clouds and/or hazes are present; (iii) the detection of the high-resolution component (e.g. inverted water vapour feature) of the stellar contamination spectrum (see Fig. 4--5 of Ducrot et al. [@CR49]). The amplitude of inverted water vapour features can be as high as ∼1000 ppm per planet and this signal could be again boosted with the use of the cross-correlation technique. These transit observations could be attempted with near-infrared instruments on existing large telescopes (e.g. CFHT-SPIRou, ESO-3.6m-NIRPS, Calar Alto-CARMENES, Subaru-IRD) and future instruments on extremely large telescopes (e.g. E-ELT/HIRES); (iv) the use of Doppler tomography techniques to probe the photosphere of TRAPPIST-1 and put constraints on stellar contamination models. For example, the Zeeman Doppler Imaging (ZDI) tomographic technique could be used to characterize the distribution of magnetically active regions at the stellar surfaces (Hébrard et al. [@CR77]) and thus help to identify the nature of stellar heterogeneities of TRAPPIST-1's photosphere, e.g. the distribution of spots. Such observations could be attempted with near-infrared spectro-polarimeters such as SPIRou or CRIRES+ (Follert et al. [@CR59]).

In an even more distant future, transit observations in UV could be attempted with UVSPEX, a conceptual design of Ultraviolet Spectrograph for Exoplanet (UVSPEX) for World Space Observatory Ultraviolet (WSO-UV), to detect the presence of an oxygen-rich exosphere (Kameda et al. [@CR91]). TRAPPIST-1 would be right at the limit of capability of the instrument/telescope; and with LUVOIR/LUMOS to detect the presence of an hydrogen-rich exosphere in Lyman-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In parallel, thermal emission observations have been initiated on TRAPPIST-1 planets by observations of the secondary eclipses of TRAPPIST-1b and c using the Spitzer/IRAC 4--5 μm channel (Ducrot et al. [@CR50]). While these observations were inconclusive because of the low signal to noise level of the observations (Ducrot et al. [@CR50]), Morley et al. ([@CR138]) have shown that JWST-MIRI could bring useful constraints in a handful of secondary eclipses for the innermost planets of the system. Besides, emission spectroscopy and photometry are expected to be less affected by the presence of heterogeneities in the photosphere of TRAPPIST-1. Morley et al. ([@CR138]) showed that TRAPPIST-1b---the most irradiated planet of the system---is an excellent target for emission spectroscopy with JWST-MIRI in LRS mode, requiring fewer than 10 eclipse observations to detect the band-integrated thermal emission at a 25$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sigma $\end{document}$ confidence. Inferring the atmospheric composition (CO~2~-dominated? H~2~O-dominated? CH~4~-dominated?) of TRAPPIST-1b may require tens (possibly hundreds) of eclipses for a 5$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sigma $\end{document}$ detection (Morley et al. [@CR138]; Lustig-Yaeger et al. [@CR126]; Koll et al. [@CR100]; Malik et al. [@CR130]), depending on the atmospheric composition and pressure of the planet. These promising results motivated two Guaranteed Time Observations (GTO) programs on JWST (GTO 1279, PI: Pierre-Olivier Lagage; GTO 1177, PI: Thomas Greene) to observe 10 secondary eclipses of TRAPPIST-1b with MIRI in imager mode. TRAPPIST-1c and outer planets which are supposedly colder are likely out of reach of eclipse spectroscopy (Lustig-Yaeger et al. [@CR126]). Eclipse photometry could be used to detect an atmosphere on these colder planets in tens of eclipses (Morley et al. [@CR138]; Lustig-Yaeger et al. [@CR126]), but this requires special circumstances (right combination of JWST-MIRI photometric filters and planet atmospheric compositions).

Last but not least, thermal phase curves (Selsis et al. [@CR174]) could be used to further constrain the presence of an atmosphere on TRAPPIST-1 planets as was recently done on the very hot, rocky exoplanet LHS 3844b (Kreidberg et al. [@CR109]). However, such observations would be time-consuming and potentially difficult to analyze because TRAPPIST-1 is a multiplanetary system and the measured signal would be the result of the superposition of the thermal emission signal of 7 distinct planets.

Conclusions {#Sec22}
===========

First of all, we have seen that the host star of the system TRAPPIST-1 is rather harmful to the atmospheric evolution of the planets due to (i) the evolution of its luminosity during the long Pre Main Sequence phase likely causing a runaway greenhouse and (ii) its high non-thermal X and far-UV emission (below ∼150 nm). These two characteristics put together suggest that the TRAPPIST-1 planets likely suffered from intense atmospheric erosion.

However, the ability of the planets today to have an atmosphere depends just as much on their initial volatile reservoir, which strongly depends on how they formed. For now, a scenario where planets were formed far away in the protoplanetary disk (and thus possibly beyond the ice lines of common volatile species such as H~2~O) and then migrated inwards in resonant chains is preferred, mostly because of the orbital architecture of the system (highly compact and resonant). This is of course not the only possible formation scenario, just as it is not the only possible scenario in which the planets would have an atmosphere today (i.e. secondary outgassing or late cometary delivery). It is important to note that all processes (planet formation, stellar evolution, X/UV and stellar-wind driven erosion, cometary delivery, outgassing) should make it easier for the outer, more massive planets in the system to have an atmosphere than the inner planets.

The most favored formation scenario (formation far in the disk combined with resonant inward migration) suggests that TRAPPIST-1 planets may be enriched in volatiles, possibly water, thus possibly lowering their density in a detectable way. Preliminary results combining radius estimates (based on Spitzer transit light curves, and precise stellar parameters for TRAPPIST-1) with mass estimates (based on TTV analysis, and confirmed with orbital stability analysis) show this may be the case for at least some planets in the system.

Near-infrared transit observations with the Hubble Space Telescope show that the six inner planets are unlikely to be endowed with a cloud-free hydrogen-dominated envelope. Although the transit observations cannot exclude the case of hydrogen-dominated envelopes with high altitude clouds, measurements of the mass and radius of the planets, combined with atmospheric escape modelling and gas accretion modelling, indicate altogether that this case is unlikely. Despite many observation campaigns with many different telescopes (Spitzer, Hubble, K2, VLT, etc.), existing transit transmission spectra cannot be used to infer the molecular composition of atmospheres (if any) of TRAPPIST-1 planets. This stems from the fact that (i) the signal to noise ratio of single observations is insufficient to detect high mean molecular weight atmospheres, (ii) it is challenging to accurately compare the absolute transit depths between observations made by different instruments at different wavelengths, (iii) last but not least the transit transmission spectra may be significantly affected by the stellar contamination due to the presence of (occulted and/or unocculted) cold and/or bright spots in the photosphere of TRAPPIST-1. Depending on the (still debated) quantity, temperature(s) and spatial distribution of the spots, stellar contamination may (or may not) have a huge impact on the transit spectra of the TRAPPIST-1 planets. By combining information from all existing observations on the system (stellar temporal variability at different wavelengths, search for spot crossing events in the transit light curves, quality of the fit of the stellar contamination spectrum on the combined transit light curves, etc.) it should be possible to better constrain the nature of heterogeneities present in the photosphere of TRAPPIST-1, as well as to build a stellar contamination model that can be used to correct TRAPPIST-1 planets transit transmission spectra. This work is crucial in preparing future transit observations with the James Webb Space Telescope (Gillon et al. [@CR67]).

In addition to transit observations, density measurements can be used to place constraints on the possible water content of the system's planets. Specifically, possible water mass fractions range from 0 up to 25$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\%$\end{document}$, despite expected strong atmospheric water vapour erosion. Upper water mass fraction estimates are however expected to be significantly lowered for TRAPPIST-1 b, c and d. This stems from the fact that on these three planets, water must be in the form of steam, which increases---for a given amount of water---the apparent size of their atmosphere.

Last, numerical modeling (3-D global climate models, 1-D photochemical climate models, ion escape models) can be used to further constrain the possible atmospheres of TRAPPIST-1 planets. Some of the most likely atmospheres include: H~2~O-dominated atmospheres. Only for the three inner TRAPPIST-1 planets, because they are more irradiated than the runaway greenhouse radiation limit.O~2~-dominated atmospheres. They are the natural remnant of early erosion of H~2~O-dominated atmospheres.CO~2~-dominated atmospheres. This stems from the fact that CO~2~ is much more resilient to atmospheric escape processes than other common gases. However, photochemistry and surface condensation could significantly reduce the CO~2~ content of the atmosphere.

CH~4~ and NH~3~ are unlikely to be dominant gases because of their sensitivity to atmospheric photochemical collapse. It is unlikely that the planets could have maintained an N~2~-dominated atmosphere (especially the innermost planets) unless they started with a much higher nitrogen content than that of the present-day Earth.

There are undoubtedly, at the present stage, so many known unknowns and unknown unknowns that we must remain open to a wide range of possible atmospheric compositions of the TRAPPIST-1 planets. Fortunately, a new wave of observations with the James Webb Space Telescope and near-infrared high-resolution ground-based spectrographs on existing very large and forthcoming extremely large telescopes will bring significant advances in the coming decade.

This photometric campaign was complemented by TRAPPIST (South and North), LT/IO:O, UKIRT/WFCAM, WHT/ACAM, SAAO-1m/SHOC, VLT/HAWK-1, HCT/HFOSC and HST/WFC3 observations, listed by decreasing number of hours of observation (Gillon et al. [@CR66]).

Whether or not TRAPPIST-1d is below or beyond the runaway greenhouse irradiation limit for water depends on subtle cloud and atmospheric circulation feedbacks (Yang et al. [@CR213], [@CR215]; Kopparapu et al. [@CR104]; Wolf [@CR203]; Turbet et al. [@CR187]).

available on <https://phoenix.ens-lyon.fr/simulator/index.faces>.

Metallicity refers to the overall heavy-element abundance. An atmosphere with solar metallicity therefore has the same composition of heavy elements (in particular carbon and oxygen, which can be converted into water vapour and methane) as the Sun.

Zhang et al. [@CR218] (first arXiv version) initially used the original formalism of Rackham et al. [@CR154] (see equation (3)) to build their stellar contamination spectrum, i.e. assuming no heterogeneities---spots or faculae---are present within the transit chord. Ducrot et al. ([@CR49]) compared the model of Zhang et al. [@CR218] (first arXiv version) and discarded it (by more than 10$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sigma $\end{document}$) mostly using K2 observations in the visible wavelengths. Meanwhile, Zhang et al. [@CR218] (published version) updated their model to include the presence of spots and faculae in the transit chord, considering the precision of observations may not allow stellar surface heterogeneities within the transit chord to be reliably detected. In their revised model (blue line in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}; see also equation (7) of Zhang et al. [@CR218]), they assume the transit chord is composed of the same three spectral components as the integrated disk, but they allow their covering fractions to differ from the whole-disk values.

Note that here and in the following subsection, we adopt a terrestrial core composition to construct mass-radius relationships. Although the core composition is not known (and is thus a highly degenerate quantity), it has been shown by Unterborn et al. ([@CR192])---using the Hypatia catalog (Hinkel et al. [@CR78])---that F-G-K stars of similar metallicity to TRAPPIST-1 have a Fe/Mg = 1.72 ± 0.46 in mass ratios, which gives a Fe/Si ratio of 1.49 ± 0.4 (while fixing the Mg/Si mass ratio to 0.87). These values are similar to the solar mass ratio estimates of Fe/Si = 1.69 and Mg/Si = 0.89 (Lodders et al. [@CR120]), which motivates the use of a terrestrial core composition in the construction of the mass-radius relationships.

MIRI has a wavelength coverage from 4.9 to 28.8 μm. It can be used with 9 different broad-band filters, and can also be used in a Low Resolution Spectroscopy (LRS) mode of R ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\lambda /{\Delta \lambda }$\end{document}$) ∼100. Detailed documentation is available at <https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/>.

NIRSPEC has a wavelength coverage from 0.6 to 5.3 μm. It can be used in several resolving power modes, including a low resolution prism mode (R ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\lambda /{ \Delta \lambda }$\end{document}$) ∼1000-3000) but with a smaller wavelength coverage. Detailed documentation is available at <https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/>.

NIRISS has a wavelength coverage from 0.6 to 2.8 μm. In SOSS (Single Object Slitless Spectroscopy) mode, which is the most relevant mode for the characterization of exoplanet atmospheres, it has a medium-resolution (R ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\lambda /{ \Delta \lambda }$\end{document}$) ∼150). Detailed documentation is available at <https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/>.
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